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ABSTRACT

FLUMP, a recently developed mixed explicit -implicit finite -element

program, was calibrated against a data base obtained from a portion of
the Tucson Basin aquifer, Arizona, and represents its first application
to a real -world problem.

Two previous models for the same region were

constructed (an electric analog and a finite -difference model) in which
calibration was based on prescribed flux boundary conditions along
stream courses and mountain fronts.

These fluxes are not directly

measured and estimates are subject to large uncertainties.

In contrast,

boundary conditions used in the calibration of FLUMP were prescribed
hydraulic heads obtained from direct measurement.

At prescribed head

boundaries FLUMP computed time - varying fluxes representing subsurface
lateral flow and recharge along streams.

FLUMP correctly calculated fluctuations in recharge along the

Santa Cruz River due to fluctuations in storm runoff and sewage
effluent release rates.

FLUMP also provided valuable insight into

distributions of recharge, discharge, and subsurface flow in the study
area.

Properties of FLUMP were compared with those of two other programs
in current use:

ISOQUAD, a finite -element program developed by Pinder

and Frind (1972), and a finite- difference program developed by the U.S.

Geological Survey (Trescott, et al., 1976).

It appears that

FLUMP can

handle a larger class of problems than the other two programs, including
those in which the boundary conditions and aquifer parameters vary

arbitrarily with time and /or head.

FLUMP also has the ability to solve

viii

explicitely when accuracy requires small time steps, the ability to
solve explicitely in certain parts of the flow region while solving

implicitly in other parts, flexibility in mesh design and numbering of
nodes, computation of internal as well as external fluxes, and global
as well as local mass balance checks at each time step.

ix

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Our purpose in this study is to investigate an aspect of the hydro -

geology of the Tucson Basin and to compare a newly developed finite
element computer program FLUMP, with two other programs that are

being widely used in modeling the hydraulic properties of aquifers:
a

finite difference program developed by the U.S. Geological Survey

(Trescott, et al., 1976),

and a finite element program based on para-

metric elements, ISOQUAD, developed by Pinder and Frind (1972).
U.S.

The

Geological Survey program seems to have no special name and will

be referred to in this report as program USGS.

The three programs are

compared with respect to flexibility, ease of operation, cost and
efficiency.
The three categories of comparison mentioned above require

further definition.

We may conveniently do this by listing the ques-

tions we expect to answer for each.
Flexibility:

How easily can one adapt the program to different

problems?

For example, what options does the program provide with

respect to

(a)

mesh design ?,

(b)

spatial and temporal distribution of

boundary conditions ?, initial conditions ?, source terms ?, or

(c)

non-

linear relationships among data?
Ease of Operation:

How difficult is it to specify data that enter into

the program?

Can the program be stopped and re- started at any stage of

computation?

How difficult is it to interface the program with peripheral

storage facilities such as discs or tapes?
change dimensions?
1

How difficult is it to

Cost and Efficiency:

How much computation will the program provide

per unit computer cost?

How large are the storage requirements?

How

accurate are the computations per unit cost?
This study provides the first test of FLUMP using real -world data.

Previous applications of FLUMP to synthetic data are given by Narasimhan
et

al.

(1978).

The data for this study came from a portion of the Tucson

Basin Aquifer in southeastern Arizona covering an area of about 100
square miles surrounding the town of Cortaro (Figure 1).

This area was

chosen because more data were available for it than for elsewhere in the
Basin.

Calibration (parameter estimation) was accomplished with FLUMP, and

the same parameter values were then applied to the USGS and ISOQUAD programs.
In the case of USGS, however, parameter values were interpolated among

nodal points of FLUMP, because USGS has a regular rectangular grid,
whereas FLUMP and ISOQUAD can handle irregular grids.

The

calibration of FLUMP was performed "long- hand" by trial and error.
This report summarizes the data analysis and calibration procedures
that were involved.

A detailed account is given by Fogg (1978).

All three programs solve the same governing equation, which in
its general form may be written
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where, Kx, Ky, Kz are hydraulic conductivities in the x, y,
Ss is specific storage,

h is hydraulic head,
q is

and

a source /sink or flux term.
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In this report, however, we shall consider

if we multiply both sides of
ah

áx

x

áx

a

ay

T

dimensional flow only, and

by aquifer thickness, we obtain

(1)

vah

ah =

y

2-

áy

(2)

q

at

where, T is transmissivity and
S

is storativity.

In the next chapter a condensed account is given of the develop-

ment of FLUMP.

In chapters 3,

4,

and 5,

study area and calibration procedures.
obtained from FLUMP and Chapter

7

an account is given of the

Chapter 6 discusses the results

compares the three programs.

4

CHAPTER

2

DESCRIPTION OF FLUMP

FLUMP is derived from a program developed in 1966 by Arthur

Edwards

(1972)

L.

of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore California.

His program, called TRUMP, employed an integrated finite - difference,

mixed explicit -implicit numerical scheme for solving problems of

transient and steady -state temperature distributions in multidimensional
systems.

The numerical scheme and logic of TRUMP make it a very

efficient and versatile program.

When the integrated finite -difference

matrix generator of TRUMP is replaced by a finite -element matrix generator,

the result is program FLUMP.

ed by Neuman and Narasimhan (1977)

The theory behind FLUMP was developand applied to linear and nonlinear

subsurface flow problems by Neuman et al.
(1978).

(1977),

and Narasimhan et al.

In this chapter, the mixed explicit -implicit finite -element

scheme of FLUMP is described briefly and some of its general features
are discussed.

Equation

(2)

may be written in the general form for 2- dimensional

flow

V. (TVh)

-

q =

Sát

(3)

subject to the initial condition

h (x, t)

=

ho at

t

=

(4)

0

5

and the boundary conditions

h(x,t) = H(x,t)

TVh.n

-q

=

(prescribed head)

(5)

(prescribed flux)

(6)

where n is a unit vector normal to the boundary pointing out of the
system.

When

(3)

is discretized by the Galerkin finite element method,

the result is a system of first -order linear differential equations

of the form (cf. Neuman, 1975)

Ah+Dh=g
where

A.

is

the conductance

(7)

(or stiffness)

matrix, h is the dependent variable vector

matrix,

r)

is the capacity

(e.g., hydraulic head,

water content), and Q is a vector representing sources or sinks.

The

term h represents time derivatives of h.
In most finite element schemes

(1968), Pinder and Frind (1972))

off - diagonal terms

(i.e.,

(e.g., Javandel and Witherspoon

the capacity matrix D includes non -zero

it is nondiagonal),

and there is growing

evidence in the literature suggesting that this may lead to conceptual
as well as numerical difficulties.

Narasimhan

For example, a recent analysis by

(1978) indicates that a nondiagonal

Q

matrix may upset the

maintenance of local mass balance in the vicinity of each node, although
overall balance over the entire finite element grid may still be preserved.

Fujii (1973) showed that when D is nondiagonal, the time

increment At in the numerical scheme must not be too large or too small
if the maximum principle is to be preserved (the maximum principle
states that, in the absence of internal sources q,
6

the maximum value of

h must occur at the initial time or at the boundary).

When D is

diagonal, the permissible value of At is larger and there is no lower
limit.

This may perhaps explain why (7) sometimes yields physically

unrealistic values of h when there is a sudden and drastic change in
Q (e.g., the rate of pumpage from certain wells in an aquifer), and

why this can be remedied by diagonalizing the D matrix as has been
done by Wilson (1968), Emery and Carson

Neuman et al.

(1977), and others.

(1971), Neuman (1973,

In fact, Neuman

(1973)

1975),

found by

experience that in solving the highly nonlinear problem of saturated -

unsaturated ground -water flow with the aid of finite elements,

the

rate of convergence can be improved dramatically by diagonalizing
the D matrix.

Neuman used triangular elements, but the same happens

when one uses isoparametric elements (Segol, 1976, personal communication).

Similar conclusions have also been reached by Mercer and Faust

(1977) in connection with two -phase immiscible flow in porous media.

Neuman and Narasimhan (1977) described an alternative form for
(7)

with a diagonal capacity matrix which, they showed, has many advan-

tages over the traditional approach.
ential equation

(7)

In this new approach,

is discretized in time by finite

enables one to treat them either explicitly,

optimum combination of both schemes.

the differ-

differences which

or implicitly, or by an

The implicit equations are solved

by a point iterative technique rather than by a direct method such as

Gaussian elimination or Cholesky decomposition.

This eliminates one

of the major difficulties that groundwater hydrologists have faced in

trying to utilize existing finite element computer programs to simulate
flow in extensive aquifers.

These latter programs are in most cases

7

based on a direct method of solution in which the computational effoz
is roughly proportional to the square of the bandwidth of the finite

element matrix.

In extensive aquifer,

this bandwidth is often very

large, and therefore the direct method of solution may be relatively

time consuming.

This difficulty does not arise in the mixed explicit -

implicit approach.

Neuman and Narasimhan (1977) derived local stability

and convergence criteria for the explicit- implicit scheme, as well as

Their

convergence criteria for the proposed point iterative technique.

theory assumes that the matrix A is diagonally dominant, and it is shown
that one can always construct a finite element mesh satisfying this

condition.

Narasimhan et al.
FLUMP.

(1977) incorporated these new ideas into

They applied it to various linear problems and concluded that

the mixed explicit approach is highly efficient for problems that might

otherwise involve matrices with large bandwidths (as in the case of

extensive aquifers); problems in which the boundary conditions or source
terms vary often and rapidly with time as in the case of variable

pumpage rates; and problems characterized by a significant spatial
variability of element sizes and material properties.

They showed that

the mixed scheme is capable of yielding highly accurate results to such

linear problems, and that it often requires a lesser amount of computer
time than other explicit or iterative implicit methods.
(1977) and Narasimhan et al.

(1978)

Neuman et al.

applied FLUMP to various linear and

quasi- linear problems involving confined flow and unconfined flow under
free surface and saturated -unsaturated conditions.

Their results indicate

that the mixed approach is especially well suited for real aquifer

problems and for quasilinear problems in which the coefficients, the

source terms, and the boundary conditions vary with the dependent variable.
The purpose of this chapter is to review briefly the theory of the mixed

explicit -implicit iterative finite element method.

The material

chapter is essentially the same as in Narasimhan et al.

in this

(1978).

Explicit -Implicit Formulation

In order to discretize (2)

in space one adopts a network of

triangular elements as shown in Figure

2.

Each triangle is further

subdivided along its medians into three subdomains of equal areas,
each of which is associated with the nearest nodal point.

The collec-

tion of all such subdomains associated with any given node n (see shaded

area in Figure

2)

is referred to as exclusive subregion, Rn,

of n.

In each individual element, e, the dependent variable is des-

cribed approximately by

h(xt)

=

E

hn

(t)

(8)

n

where hn are the values of h at the nodal coordinates, xn,

andne(x)

are linear shape functions of the space coordinates defined in Appendix

A and satisfying ;ne(xm)
6

,

being Kroenecker delta.

Snm

one is ready to apply the Galerkin method to (2).

With this

However, since this

method is applicable only at a given instant of time, the time derivative
ah /at

must be determined independently of the Galerkin orthogonalization

process, as pointed out by Neuman (1973).
h in the time derivative by (8)

Thus, instead of replacing

as is usually done in the conventional

finite element approach, one is justified to define the nodal values of
Bh /at

as averages over the exclusive subregions, Rn,

9

associated with

Figure

2.

Exclusive subdomain R

n

associated with node

n.

a2

Y

/2

x
Figure

3.

Triangular element in a fixed coordinate system x,

lo

y.

This leads to a system of first -order linear or quasilinear dif-

each node.

ferential equations of the form given in (7), but with a diagonal capacity
matrix.
1973)

The individual terms of the matrices A and D are given by (Neuman,

.

Anm

Dnm

[T
-

é

d=

4a

nm

xxbnbm

e 3

+

Txy (bncm

bmcn) + Tyycncm]

(9)

(10)

S

where A is area of triangle, b and
in Appendix A,

+

c

are geometric coefficients defined

and the summation sign applies to all elements adjacent

to nodal point n.

The finite element differential equations

being defined as in

(9)

physical considerations

(7),

with A and D

and (10), can also be derived from purely
(that is, without using the Galerkin formalism).

Such a derivation is included in Appendix

B.

It is

clear from the

physical derivations that -Anm represents the rate of fluid transfer
into Rn, the exclusive subregion of node n, due to a unit difference
in head between nodes

rn

and n.

On the other hand, Dnn is the fluid

mass capacity of Rn, denoting the ability of Rn to take fluid into
storage due to a unit change in head.

The fact that Dnn is diagonal

matrix simply means that the amount of fluid in Rn is a function only
of h

n

.

If one replaces the time derivatives in (7) by finite differences

and introduce a weighting factor,0, one obtains a system of simultaneous

linear or quasilinear algebraic equations of the form

hk+l-hk
A [eh k+1

+

(1-0)h k]

+ D

'
11

-

where

0

<

e

1,

<

t

and k indicates the number of

is the time increment,

Defining a new term

time steps.

nm

-

Anm At
D

(12)

nn

and recognizing from (A6) in Appendix A that

X

one can rewrite (11)

hk+1-hk
n

n

=

e

E
m#n

-

(13)

m#nxnm

nn

as

X

nm (hk+1
n

e)

E
min

X

nm

-

hk+1
m

k
(hn

-

k
hm)

Qn

At

+

Dnn
(14)

n = 1,2,...,N

where N is the total number of nodes and the summation is taken over all
nodes m in the immediate neighborhood of N.
of hñ

+1

When

0

=

0,

all the values

can be calculated explicitly from the system of equations

which now corresponds to a forward difference scheme in time.

(14),

When

O

=

1,

the result is a fully implicit backward difference scheme, whereas
0

=

1/2 corresponds to a time - centered or Crank -Nicolson scheme.

It is

important to recognize that conventional finite element schemes with a

nondiagonal D matrix are inherently implicit in that hñ
computed explicitly from the time -discrete form of (7).

+1

can never be

Furthermore, the

formulation in (14) does not include any diagonal terms of the matrix
which leads to a considerable saving in computer time and storage,

especially in dealing with nonlinear problems where the matrix must be
recomputed at each time step.

12

A

Stability and Convergence

For the purpose of defining stability and convergence criteria,
let us assume that Xnm

for all m

< 0

Since

n.

Xnn

E

min

Xnm,

this

implies that á is diagonally dominant, i.e.,

A nn
11411

nm

(15)

I.

Later it will be shown that one can always construct a finite element
mesh which satisfies this requirement at all nodes.

Neuman and

Narasimhan (1977) showed that when (15) is satisfied, the finite element
scheme in (14) is unconditionally stable at node n for all values of

When

which are not less than 0.5.

e

<

0.5,

e

stability is conditioned

upon the criteria

1

A nn

1-20

At

or.

<

nn

(16)

(1-20)A
nn

For example, the explicit version of (14) is stable at any node at

which ratio between capacity and conductance is large enough so that
At

<
-

D

nn

/A

nn

for any given At.

Conversely, the explicit scheme can be

made stable at all nodes by choosing a sufficiently small At.
The stability criterion At

-<

D

has a simple physical interpretation.
is

nn

/A

nn

for the explicit scheme

According to Appendix B, At Ann

the amount of fluid entering into the exclusive subregion of node n,

Rn, when heads at all adjacent nodes, hm, exceed hn by unity.

On the

other hand, Dnn is the capacity of the subregion to absorb fluid when hn
changes by one unit.

Thus,

the above stability criterion merely states

that the amount of fluid entering Rn must not exceed the capacity of Rn

13

to absorb fluid.

A value of At in excess of what is prescribed by the

stability criterion would imply that hn must change by more than unity,
which is contrary to the maximum principle (recall that in the explicit
scheme, the values of hm remain fixed during a time step).

Note that

the identification of the stability criterion based on physical considerations focuses attention on the invariant nature of stability.

Note that (16) includes the term
Fujii

(1973)

(1 -28)

in the denominator;

derived a global criterion for the maximum principle

associated with (14) which includes the term

(1 -8)

in the denominator.

This implies that the above local stability criterion is less restrictive

than the global criterion of Fujii.

Neuman and Narasimhan (1977) have also investigated an important
question:

under what conditions does the numerical scheme in (14) con-

verge to the exact solution of
in space and time?

(2)

as the mesh is made finer and finer

Many conventional finite element formulations are

known to converge in the mean; however, they seldom guarantee convergence at each point,

as is the case with many finite difference

schemes.

Neuman and Narasimhan (1977) were able to deomnstrate that, in the
linear case, the explicit -implicit scheme in (14)

converges to the

exact solution of (2) at each node at which stability and certain local

symmetry conditions are satisfied.

Point Iterative Method

The particular iterative scheme adopted in FLUMP is known as
the point acceleration method and was developed originally by Evans
et al.

(1954).

As will be seen below, it differs from the more
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familiar point successive over-relaxation technique (Gambolati, 1975);
the latter can be viewed as an extension of the Gauss -Seidel method,

whereas the former is more closely related to the point Jacobi method.
The acceleration method is readily amendable to an analysis of pointwise
convergence and is therefore well suited for the mixed explicit- implicit
This by no means implies that one would not be able

scheme of FLUMP.

to achieve an equally fast, perhaps even faster, rate of convergence

with other iterative techniques, such as the point successive over -

relaxation method.
The system of equations (14), can be rewritten as

Ah

2: a

=

n

nn

[ (hk - hk)

+ e

(Ah

Explicit
part

-Ah)]
m

m

where

e

hk

=

n
=

O.

+1
-

n

Implicit
part
n

where Ah

At/D

+

=

1,2,...N

(17)

hn
k and it is seen that the implicit part vanishes

The acceleration method consists of introducing the

following substitutions into (17):
Ahn (left side)

--

Ahn (right side)
Ah

where

j

for Ah?

(right side)

,

+

(1

--

g)

Ahñ

+1
-

g

Ahñ

Ohm

is number of iterations

and g is acceleration factor.

Solving

the acceleration algorithm takes the form

anm(hn
Ah

Ahñ +1'

anm(g
m h

hm)

m#n

e

n
1

-

0(1 + g)

X

rqn
15

nm

+

Ah!)

+ot/Dnn
(18)

The same algorithm can also be written in terms of the residuals

E

8

Ej+1
=
n

X

min
1

(g ei

nm

8(1

-

+

n

+

as

ci)

m

X

g)

e

nm

min
where

j+1
n

=

i+1
Ahn

-

Ahj

n

.

The reader may recognize the fact that when g is set equal
to zero,

(18)

and (19)

reduce to the point Jacobi algorithm.

As a

matter of contrast, when the relaxation factor in the point successive
over -relaxation algorithm is set equal to unity, it reduces to the
Gauss -Seidel algorithm.

Neuman and Narasimhan (1977) showed that, for linear problems,
the acceleration method converges at any node at which

a

is

locally

diagonally dominant (as mentioned earlier, it is always possible to
construct a mesh which satisfies this requirement), provided that
g

>

0.

For optimum results, g should not exceed

be less than 0.5.

1

and should usually

Experience indicates that near -zero values of g may

cause difficulties and the optimum value tends to be in the vicinity
of 0.2.
a

The optimum value of g appears to be more stable (i.e., to have

narrower range of values) than the optimum value of the relaxation

factor w in the point successive over -relaxation method.

Local Diagonal Dominance

The purpose of this section is to show that one can always construct a finite element network of triangles so as to guarantee that

16

a

will be diagonally dominant.

To do so for isotropic domains, one can

follow an approach suggested earlier by Gambolati (1973).
simpler and more practical

However, a

line of reasoning can be followed for aniso-

tropic domains.

Consider a triangular element in a plane described by the
coordinate system x, y as shown in Fig.

3.

Then it is easy to show

that
b1 =

-

sin y

al

c

=

cos y

a
1

1

a2 cos

b2

=

a2 sin

(y -03)

c2 =

b3

=

a3 sin

(y +02)

c3 = -a3 cos

where b and

c

-

(20)

(y -0 3)

(y+ß2)

are geometric coefficients defined in Appendix A and

all other terms are defined in Fig.

If Ae is the contribution of

3.

this triangle to the global matrix A then Eqs.

(9)

and (20) imply that,

in the isotropic domain,

-a1a2 cos ß3

a12

=

4©

a22

-a1a2 cos ß3
-alai cos ß_

-a1a3 cos
-a2a3 cos

-a2a3 cos ßl

(21)
ßl

a32

where A is area of triangle and T is the scalar equivalent of T.

From

Appendix A one has

Ae
nn

=

(22)

Ae

-

nm

11

indicating that Ae is diagonally dominant if and only if all the off diagonal terms in (21) are negative.

This means that none of the angles

may exceed 90 °, and therefore a sufficient (though not always necessary)

condition for the global matrix A to be diagonally dominant is
17

is that

The same, of course,

the right and /or acute angled triangles.

holds for

X.

Next, consider an anisotropic domain with principal transmissivities T1 and T2 oriented parallel to the x and y coordinates, rèspectiveThen, according to (9),

ly.

e

1

4

Anm

(Tlbnbm

(23)

T2cncm

+

one can now define a new set of coordinates
y'

= y,

x'

= x /(T1 /T2)1/2

and y', Eq.

so that in the transformed domain of x'

and

(2)

will

take the form
1/2

T
(T1T2) 1/2 V 2h

T1

S

2

at

+

(24)

q

In other words, the original anisotropic domain in the x, y plane has

been transformed into an equivalent isotropic domain with conductivity
(T1T2)1 /2 in the x', y' plane merely by expanding or contracting one

are the equivalents of_b and c

If b' and c'

of the coordinate axes.

in the transformed domain, then it is easy to verify that Eq.

(23)

can also be written as
(T 1 T 2 )

Anm

-

Let a,

plane.

1

2

(bnbm + c'c')

4A'
14fl'

8,

y in Fig.

3

transform into a', 8',

Then it follows from (2),

(21), and

-Va.'

(a,)2

(25)

(24)

y'

in the x' y'

that

-ala'

cos 8,

cos 83

(T1T2)1 /2
Ae =

4A'

-ala,
-a'a'
1

3

cos 83

cos

8'

2

-a2a

(a2)2
-a'a'
2

3

cos 8'
1

cos

(26)

81

(a')2
3

11.
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Thus, following the same line of reasoning as before, it is evident

that the global matrix A is locally diagonally dominant whenever the
local network in the transformed domain consists entirely of right

and /or acute angled triangles.
It is

Again, so is

X.

easy to show that the same holds true when the principal
and T2 are not parallel to the x and y coordinates.

transmissivities T
1

For this purpose, it is sufficient to recognize that the solutions of
(2)

and (14) at any given point in space are independent of the choice

of coordinates.

Thus

X

must remain invariant under a rotation of

coordinates and therefore,

if it is diagonally dominant in a set of

coordinates which is parallel to T1 and T2, it must also remain diagonally dominant
first one.

in another set of coordinates oriented at an angle to the

One can therefore transform any anisotropic domain into an

equivalent isotropic domain merely by expanding or contracting it
parallel to Tl by the amount (T1 /T2)1/2.

If all the triangles in the

transformed domain are constructed without obtuse angles,

á

will be

diagonally dominant.
In a composite material consisting of several

segments with

different degrees and orientations of anisotropy, each segment must
be transformed separately parallel to its own principal direction of

conductivity.

Here, in addition to ensuring that all the triangles in

the transformed domain are free of obtuse angles, one must also make

sure that corresponding nodal points at both sides of a material inter-

face will coincide with each other when the meshes are transformed back
into the original plane.

This is usually not a very difficult task,

has been demonstrated by an example in Narasimhan et al.
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(1977).

as

Mixed Explicit Implicit Solution Strategy

The local nature of the stability criteria for (14), together

with the use of a point iterative technique, suggest the interesting
possibility of solving the finite element equations explicitly at some
nodes and implicitly at some other nodes during a single time step.

If

for some node n, then (14) can

At satisfies the stability condition (16)

be solved explicitly for Ahn at that node.

At nodes which do not

satisfy the stability criterion, Ahn is determined iteratively by using
the algorithms in (18)

and (19).

A final correction is then made to

the Ahn values calculated explicitly, when required, to conserve mass.

Narasimhan et al.

(1978)

refer to this approach as a mixed explicit -

implicit solution stragety.
The mixed strategy is very useful in dealing with meshes charac-

terized by a significant spatial variability of element sizes and

material properties.

For example,

if the region of interest consists

of two materials having different conductivities and capacities, it may
be possible to solve explicitly in one material and implicitly in
the other.

The mixed approach is also useful when there is a sudden

temporal change in boundary conditions.

In this case it is often

desirable to use small At values for a short period of time until the

system reaches a certain level of equilibrium, otherwise there may be
a loss of accuracy.

The attractive possibility of using an explicit

solution procedure during this period may lead to significant savings
in computer time.

The idea of combining explicit and implicit calculations in
a single time step was previously used in conjunction with an in-
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tegrated finite difference scheme by Edwards

(1972).

The procedure has

been incorporated by Edwards into a powerful computer program, called
TRUMP, which can handle multidimensional steady state and transient

temperature distributions in complex, non- uniform, and isotropic
systems, taking into account conduction, convection, and radiation.

program has also been applied by Edwards
in porous media.

The

(1969) to darcian fluid flow

The conduction aspects of TRUMP are based on a set of

algebraic equations which have the same general form as
it possible for Narasimhan et al.

(14).

This made

(1978) to develop a computer pro-

gram which combines the advantages of the finite element method (such as
the ability to treat anisotropic regions with complex geometry) with
the remarkable logic and facilities of TRUMP.

The new program is called

FLUMP, as a mnemonic for Finite eLement and trUMP.
In addition to the mixed explicit- implicit solution strategy,

the user of FLUMP has the option of using a fully explicit forward

difference scheme (e

= 0),

a time- centered Crank Nicolson scheme

(e

=

0.5),

or a fully implicit backward difference scheme (0 = 1.0), throughout any

part of the solution process.

However,

in practice these options are

seldom used because FLUMP has the facility to adjust the weight factor
automatically during execution in a manner that ensures a high level
of accuracy at each time step.

This, as well as other special features

of FLUMP, are described briefly below.

Iterative Approach

The iterative approach is based on (18) and (19).

During a

given time step, At, the algorithm is applied only to a selected
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number of nodes (called implicit nodes) which cannot be treated ex-

plicitly without endangering stability.

For the first iteration

(j

=

0),

the initial guesses used are ah° = hnAt and Ohm = hmAt, where hn and hm
are estimated time derivatives

tives is described later).
(18),

(

a method for obtaining these deriva-

The values of Lhn are then calculated using

and the first set of residuals is determined from the relation

en = ih'

-

hnAt.

The next set of residuals,

eñ,

and Ah2 is found from the relation Lhñ +1 = thñ

+

is calculated with
ej +1.

is continued until convergence is achieved or until

been completed.

In this latter case,

with half the original value of At.
a

(19)

This procedure

80 iterations have

the calculations are repeated

This may continue until At reaches

minimum specified value, in which case execution terminates with a

diagnostic message.
Two convergence criteria must be satisfied simultaneously before

terminating the iterations.

maxieñI
n

<

The first criterion is

10-4 Ahdes

(27)

where Lhdes is the desired maximum change in h at any node during a
time step (as will be seen later, At is adjusted during execution to

maintain the maximum change in h near the value of Ohdes and less than
2ihdes).

The second criterion is based on the net corrections to

fluid content

AH j

net

ED

=

nn

and the fluid capacity

Dnet

Ln

Dnn
22

ei

n

of all implicit nodes (the summation is taken over all implicit nodes).
The iterative procedure is stopped when (27) is satisfied together

with (28) below,
j

<

Atlnet

10

-5
I)

(28)

net Ah des

i.e., the net error in fluid content

is

less than 10 -5 of the amount

of fluid required to change h at each implicit node by the amount
Ahdes'

Experiments by Edwards

(1972)

on a large number of sample

problems using TRUMP indicate that the net comulative error in the
average value of h tends to be no more than 0.01 Ahdes -after several

hundred time steps; the cumulative error at individual nodes does not
usually exceed 0.1

Ahdes

and is much less if some values of h are fixed

at the boundary of the system.

After having completed the iterative procedure for all implicit
nodes, one must now correct the values of h at all explicit nodes

connected to implicit nodes, according to (see (17))

Ahn

explicit corrected

=

explicit
min

nm(Ahm

-

where the summation is taken only over implicit nodes.
tion is necessary for a correct material balance.

Ahn)

(Z9)

This correc-

Since internal

fluxes between adjacent subregions are calculated simultaneously with

the h values, these fluxes must also be corrected in a similar manner.

Automatic Control of Time Step Size

The size of At is controlled automatically by several factors
such as the lower and upper limits specified by the user
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(Atlow

and

respectively), the desired maximum change in h at any node

Ahigh'

during a time step (Ah

des

),

the smallest time step allowed at any

explicit node by the stability criterion (Atstab)' the average number

of iterations required for convergence,

and the desired interval

between printed outputs.
The first time step is always 10 -12 and is used primarily for

checking the input data, established time derivatives, and determining
Ltstab

(the latter is recalculated whenever the conductance or capacitance

matrices change).

The maximum allowed time step,

Atmax'

whichever is smallest
equal to 2/3 of otstab or
Athigh'
2/3 of Atstab instead of

coarse meshes).

is then set

(the use of

increases the accuracy in
Atstab greatly

The minimum allowed time step, Ltmin' is set equal to

-10,

Atlow

than

whichever is greater.

or 10
Atmax'

the value of

Atmin

is

If Atlow is equal to or greater

reduced to slightly less than Atmax

so as to prevent the input value from causing instabilities.

The

default value for Atlow is taken to be
Atmax /100.
During the subsequent calculations the size of At is gradually
adjusted to obtain a maximum change in h close to Ahdes and not exceeding 2Ahdes' to maintain the maximum change in any tabulated material

property in nonlinear problems near 1% or less and not exceeding 2%, and
to prevent the number of iterations from averaging more than 40,

maximum allowed being 80.

the

The technique for doing this has been de-

signed be Edwards (1972) to cause a rapid decrease in of when the above
limits are exceeded, with a more gradual increase in At when changes are

relatively slow.

For this purpose,

let

6

be either the largest percent

age change property, or 1/40 of the number of iterations required for

convergence,

whichever is larger.

Due then calculates the ratio
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R =

and if R

<

Ahdes/max

0.5 and At

>

(maxiAhnI'
n

ö

(30)

Ahdes)

1.01 At min, the entire computation for the re-

cent time step is repeated with a modified value of At.

If all the

nodes in the mesh are set to be implicit, R is reduced by a factor of
100 for the first time step to start the calculation out smoothly.

If

R < 1.0, the new time step is calculated according to

Atnew

whereas if R

=

1,

>

Atnew

=

R

2

(31)

told

the formula is

0.5 (l+R)

(32)

Atold
'

In both cases the adjustments are subject to the constraints
Atmi.n

<

At

new

<

Atmax

additional adjustment

and 0.5 Atold

<

Atnew

<

An

2.0 Atold

in the size of At may be required in order to

meet a desired interval between printed outputs.

Reclassification of Nodes From Explicit to Implicit

If the recent time step was equal to Atmax and less than
Athi gh'

the stability limits of all explicit nodes are tested.

All explicit

nodes with stability limits equal to or less than 1.8 Atmax are

reclassified as implicit nodes.

Since Atmax

(2/3)

then

Atstab' the re-

classification affects all explicit nodes having stability limits from
1.0 to 1.2 times
(1972)

Atstab'

This range was chosen empirically by Edwards

in an effort to minimize the required computation time for a

large group of test problems using TRUMP.
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The rate at which the nodes are reclassified from explicit to

implicit depends on the input parameter Lhdes; the larger this parameter, the faster the increase in the size of Lt, and therefore the

stability limits of most nodes are reached earlier.

Estimation of Time Derivatives

The initial guess of h for the iterative procedure requires a

preliminary estimate of the time derivatives, h.

In nonliear problems,

the time derivatives are also used to estimate the average values of
h to be used in evaluating h- dependent parameters.

Rather than saving

hn values from several preceding time steps, which could be used to

calculate more accurate time derivatives, a simpler method is used
which requires less memory space and machine time and is sufficiently

accurate for most problems.
The time derivatives

tk are estimated

for any time step tk +l

from the maximum rates of change in h occurring during the two preceding

time steps, otk

tk

=

-

tk -1 and Atk

-1

tk -1

For this purpose

tk -2'

one defines the two ratios

Rk=max

hk
n

-

max

Atk

otk

+

Atk-1
-

where 0.5

<

hk-2
n
n
Atk-1

hk-1

hk-1
n

Atk+1
+

(34)

Atk

Rt < 2.0 because, as will be recalled,

t

is not

vary from one time step to another by more than a factor of
Rk

<

1.0,

allowed to
2.

If

the maximum rate of change in h is decreasing with time, and

the estimate is based on the assumption that all h values are approaching
26

equilibrium exponentially according to the formula h(t)
Since

[h(t)/h(o)] 1 /t, it follows that

e -a =

R

Rest

(R)

k +1

where R

est

h(o)e -at

=

t

(35)

k

±1

is the estimated value of Rk

if Rk

1,

>

the maximum

rate of change in h is increasing, and the estimate is based on the

assumption that all h values vary quadratically according to the
formula h(t)

h(o)

=

+

h(o) t + at2.

Since h(t) /ti(o)

-

1

=

2at /h(o), it

follows that

Rk+1

where

1

<

Rk

=

1

<3

+]t

+

(36)

(1-Rk-1)

due to the limits imposed on Rt.

Equation (36)

gives a more conservative estimate of the maximum rate of change in h

The estimated time derivative at each node is calcu-

than (35) does.

lated as the product of the actual derivative during the previous time
step and R

est
+1

hn

R
-

est hk
n
k+l

-

hk+1
n

(3

7)

Numerical experiments with TRUMP led Edwards (1972) to conclude that it
is advisable to keep Rk

st
1.0 during the first two time steap
+1 =

the beginning of each problem,

modified At, and
to implicit.

(c)

Edwards

(b)

(a)

at

after repeating a time step with a

after a node has been reclassified from explicit
further concluded that the time derivatives should

be set eugal to zero or a very small number during the initial time step
(At =

10 -12)

as well as when they change sign.
27

It was also found that

more accurate results can be obtained for implicit nodes having stability
limits smaller than Atk by estimating their time derivatives during the
first two time steps according to

hn

=

-hñ-1)/Atk

(hñ

anm)
(1

(38)

-

.1Vm

where the values of

correspond to the time step just completed, Atk.

Xnm

Estimation of Implicit Weight Factor
it is customary to employ either a

In most implicit procedures,

time -centered scheme with
e

=

In FLUMP,

1.0.

8

is

0.5, or a backward difference scheme with

=

8

allowed to be zero for explicit nodes or to
Experience indicates that

vary between 0.57 and 1.0 for implicit nodes.
small oscillations

caused by rapid changes in boundary conditions or

variable parameters tend to persist when

8

is close to 0.5.

The lower

limit of 0.57 was chosen empirically by Edwards (1972) to eliminate per-

sistent oscillations and to optimize the stability and accuracy of a
large number of test problems using TRUMP.
The average value of h at any node during a time step is cal-

culated in the program as hn

=

hk

+

8

approaches equilibrium exponentially.

(hk ±1

-

hk).

Assume that h

Then for small time steps and for

time steps during which the slope of h remains nearly constant, the
correct average value is obtained with

8

=

0.5.

On the other hand, for

large time steps near equilibrium, the correct average value is obtained

with

8 =

1.0.

Thus,

8

should be in the vicinity of 0.57 during the period

when rapid changes in h take place and should gradually shift toward
1.0 as equilibrium is approached, otherwise there may be a loss of

accuracy.

One way to accomplish this is by using the empirical formula
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0

=

max[0.57, max(1.0, Rk+l)/(1'0

(39)

Rk+1)j

Experiments conducted by Edwards [1972] on a large number of problems
using TRUMP have shown that approach to equilibrium is usually too
rapid when a forward difference or time -centered scheme is used, and

much more accurate results can be obtained with a variable

periments also showed that
initial time step (At

=

e

His ex-

should be set equal to 1.0 during the

10 -12)

ing a rejected time step.

O.

as well as during any time step follow-

This enables nodes with small stability

limits to reach equilibrium with their neighbors when there is a rapid

change in a boundary condition or a variable parameter without overshoot

which may lead to damped oscillations.
As mentioned earlier, the computer program also provides an

option to fix the value of
computation,

0

at 0.5, or 1.0 for the entire period of

corresponding to explicit forward difference, time -centered,

or backward difference schemes, respectively.

However, this tends to

reduce accuracy and increase computer time and is therefore not advisable.

The purpose of including these options is to allow the calcula-

tional results and machine time to be compared with other methods using
a fixed value of O.

Additional Features of FLUMP

The printed output of FLUMP provides information on the nodal
values of h, Ah,

and estimated value of h at discrete time intervals

specified by the user.

Additional information includes the amount of

fluid contained in the exclusive subdomain of each node, change in the
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amount of fluid in each subdomain during At as well as from the start
of the problem,

total fluid content in the system, flux across the

boundary of the system, and the net flux into or out of the exclusive
subdomain of each node.

This makes it possible to maintain a continuous

check on material balance in the subdomain of each node as well as in
the system as a whole.
The program also includes a built -in safety feature to warn the

user about nodes at which the matrix

a

is not diagonally dominant.

If

the degree of deviation from local diagonal dominance is significant,

there is a risk that the solution may be locally unstable
is

(if the node

explicit) and inaccurate, and that convergence will be relatively

slow.

The problem can always be remedied by locally redesigning the

finite element mesh according to the guidelines given earlier in the
text.

Since the numbering of nodes and elements is completely arbitrary

(as opposed to direct methods such as Gaussian elimination or Cholesky

decomposition in which numbering has an effect on the band width), local
modifications of the mesh can be easily introduced merely by changing
a few cards in the data deck.
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CHAPTER

3

THE STUDY AREA

Geography
The area modeled in this report (Figure

1)

is within the north-

west portion of the Tucson Basin and covers an area of about 100 square
miles.

It

contains the community of Cortaro.

The Tucson Basin as a

whole covers an area of about 1,000 square miles.

To simplify nota-

tion the modeled area will be referred to as the Cortaro Basin.
Located in the Basin and Range physiographic province, the Cortaro
Basin is a gently sloping plain bounded to the east, west, and north
by the Santa Catalina, Tucson, and Tortolita Mountains, respectively.
The major streams in the Cortaro Basin are the northwest flowing Santa
Cruz River and its tributaries, Canada del Oro and Rillito Creek.

The

land surface elevation in the basin ranges from about 2050 feet above

mean sea level near its northwestern margin (called Rillito Narrows)
to 2330 near its southwestern margin,

and to 3120 near the northernmost

reaches of Canada del Oro.
The climate of the Tucson Basin is semi -arid with a mean annual

temperature of 68.6

F.

The mean annual precipitation recorded near the

central part of the basin at The University of Arizona is 10.7 inches.

However, an annual average of 27 inches falls in the Santa Catalina

Mountains at an elevation of 7780 feet (Sellers and Hill, 1974).

half the precipitation measured at the lower elevations

Nearly

falls in the

summer season, usually in the form of convective showers and thunder31

storms of short duration,

small areal extent, and high intensity.

The

remaining precipitation originates primarily from frontal winter storms
which are long in duration, large in areal extent, and low in intensity.
Annual potential evapotranspiration in the Tucson Basin greatly exceeds
the annual precipitation; the average annual class A pan evaporation

measured at The University of Arizona is about 100 inches.

Temperature and precipitation in southeastern Arizona are closely
correlated with elevation and are major factors influencing vegetative
types and densities which, in turn, have an effect on evapotranspiration.

The lower elevations of the Cortaro Basin are dominated by desert salt -

bush and creosotebush.

Along the stream courses there are sparse stands

of riparian species such as saltcedar, mesquite,

cottonwood, and willow.

Outside the study area the vegetation varies from the palo verde and
saguaro varieties on the lower mountain slopes to coniferous forest above
about 6000 feet (Turner, 1974).

Geology
The geology of the study area has been investigated by many
workers.

Studies of the bedrock areas surrounding the Cortaro Basin

were conducted by Pierce (1958), McCullough (1963), Pashley (1966),
Damon (1968), and Mayo (1968).

The alluvium was studies by Maddox

(1960), Abuajamieh (1966), Pashley (1966), and Davis (1967).

The

results of most of these studies were synthesized in a comprehensive

report by Davidson (1973).

More recently, Goodoff (1975) collected

and analyzed gravity data from the Cortaro Basin which provide addi-

tional information on the thickness of the alluvium.
in the Basin and Range physiographic province,
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Like most valleys

the structure of the

Tucson Basin consists of down - dropped blocks, such as underlie the
Cortaro Basin, caused mainly by normal faulting.

This depression is

filled largely with locally derived consolidated and semi -consolidated

alluvial sediments deposited since the Oligocene epoch (about 40
million years ago).

These clastic materials are stratified,

and their

facies vary significantly along the vertical and, in some areas, laterally,

with some evaporites (gypsum) and volcanic flows and tuffs found at
depth and near the edges of the basin.

Goodoff's interpretations reveal an asymmetrical, down - dropped

basin with perhaps a 5000 -foot deep center located closer to the Santa
Catalina Mountains than to the Tucson Mountains under Canada del Oro.
The basin is constricted at its northwest and southeast ends where bedrock rises closer to land surface.

The steep bedrock gradients along

the mountain fronts probably indicate normal faults at those locations.

Hydrogeology
The Tucson Basin aquifer consists of Tertiary and Quaternary
sediments.

The most extensive studies of these sedimentary formations

are in reports by Pashley (1966) and Davidson (1973).

Both authors

distinguished between different stratigraphic sections on the basis of
color, rock fragment content, degree of cementation,

and spatial position.

A profile constructed by Davidson is shown in Figure 4, and its location
is

shown in Figure

to the northwest.

5.

The total thickness of the rock units increases

Table

1

summarizes some of the hydrogeological

characteristics of the various rock units in the Tucson Basin as a
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1.

II

Rillito

mainly composed of gravel and
gravelly sand and are fluvial
in origin

silty gravel near basin
margins -- grades to a silty
sand and clayey silt in the
central parts; the sediment
is loosely packed to weakly
cemented

dfotal dissolved solids.

cVery rough estimate determined from aquifer test.

bDetermined from formation density logs.

aCorresponding name used by Pashley (1966).

Surficial deposits

(basin fill deposits)a

Fort Lowell Formation

beds)a

&

sandy gravel dominant at basin
margins -- grades into gypsiferous clayey silt and mudstone
along central axis of basin

I

Tinaja beds

(Types

weakly to strongly cemented
conglomerate, sandstone, and
mudstone interbedded with
volcanic flows and tuffs

Pantano Formation
(Type I Rillito beds)a

and logs and corings)

Composition
(determined from well cuttings

most

40 to

5

100 (avg.

50)

to probably no
more than 100, avg.
30; along streams,

places

300 -400 in

0

to greater than
2000 and perhaps as
much as 5000

0 -?

(feet)

Thicknessb

3.

2.

1.

3.

2.

1.

3.

2.

1.

-50

ft /day

.26 -.34; average:
.30; .50 for
wells in which 50% or more of
material was sand and gravel
20 -100 ft /day
/1900 -19000 ft3 /day /ft

1,300- 20,000 ft2 /day

1

.26 -.35

.5 -15

3.

.2

2.

-.27 (sandstone and gravel)
ft /day
?
/at least 3840 ft3 /day /ft for
wells tapping 500 -1,000 feet of
the units; up to 7700 ft3/day/ft

4

Porosity°
Permeability°
Transmissivitvc /Specific Capacity

1.

3.

2.

1.

1

mg /1

TDS < 500 mg /1 in
general, is well
suited for public
supply

mg /1 where abundant
silt or fines are
present

< 500 mg /1 may
be more than 1000

TDS

>

in some wells

fluoride

1000

TDSd > 3000 mg /1 in
most wells; and >

Kater Quality

Comments

dry in most places

unconformably overlies
Tinaja beds

,mconformably overlies
the Pantano

gpm (57,600- 86,400
ft' /day)

yields of wells having
diameters greater than
12 inches range from
approx. 300 to 5000

Summary of hydrogeological characteristics of geologic formations (after Pashley, 1966,
and Davidson, 1973).

Unit Name and Age

Table

whole.

Since all the sedimentary rocks appear to be hydraulically

interconnected, wells screened in only one unit are probably also influencing underlying and overlying units.

Therefore, the estimates of

permeability and transmissivity from aquifer tests given in Table

are

1

uncertain, and should be viewed mainly as representative of the relative
characteristics of the various units.

In general, it seems that the

cementation and compaction of the aquifer facies increase with age and
depth of burial and that porosity and permeability decrease accordingly
Nevertheless, some geologists have not discounted

with depth (Table 1).

the possible existence of hydraulically confined permeable zones at

depths yet unexplored (Sumner, J.S., personal communication, 1977).
The Fort Lowell Formation is the most productive unit and is

accordingly penetrated by many more wells than the underlying Tinaja
beds and Pantano Formation.

Unfortunately, falling water levels have

caused a decrease in the productivity of the Fort Lowell and, in some
areas it has become completely dewatered.

Most of the wells in the

basin reach only shallow depth, seldom exceeding 500 feet (Goodoff, 1975);
and therefore detection of the so- called unconformity between the Tinaja
and Fort Lowell units, termed "Rillito Surface" by Pashley (1966)

Table 1), is difficult.

(see

Goodoff (1975) estimates that the upper 200 feet

of sediments, which well cuttings show to be poorly sorted and weakly
cemented, are part of the Fort Lowell Formation.

lithology seems more varied.

Below 200 feet,

the

The sediments between 200 and 400 feet are

probably part of the Tinaja beds (ibid.).
The greatest thickness of all the units is assigned to the Pantano
Formation.

The maximum thickness recorded for this Formation is at least

6,400 feet at Davidson Canyon, located 45 miles southeast of the Cortaro
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Basin on the eastern edge of the Tucson Basin (Davidson,

1973).

In the

Cortaro Basin, the deepest well known to penetrate the Pantano reaches
1,000 feet below land surface, and penetrates about 1,000 feet of the
unit

(Figure 4, well D(13 -13)

3cdb).

These sedi-

Surficial deposits cover the Fort Lowell Formation.

ments are mainly composed of gravel and gravelly sand and are of fluvial
origin.

The surficial deposits are the youngest and most permeable

formations in the Tucson Basin, but they are unsaturated except along
streams where this unit can be very productive due to high permeabilities
and infiltration of streamflow.

Faulting of sediments in the Cortaro Basin has been mapped and
inferred by Davidson (1973).

However,

sparse well control and the un-

certainties associated with picking stratigraphic boundaries make it
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to verify the locations and
characteristics of the faults.

Therefore,

the effects of faulting on

the aquifer hydrology are unknown.

Ground Water

The ground -water flow pattern in the Cortaro Basin (Figure
follows approximately the stream drainage pattern.

showing depths to water in the study area for 1970.

Figure

6

In 1970,

is

5)

a map

depth to

water ranged from less than 100 feet near the Santa Cruz River to more
than 500 feet just south of the Tortolita Mountains.

On the average,

prior to about 1920, depth to water was approximately 25 to 60 feet
closer to land surface.
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The system is recharged by subsurface flow across the margins of
the basin,

infiltration from streamflow, and infiltration of excess irri-

gation water.

Direct recharge from precipitation through the valley

floor is considered negligible because of the large potential evapo-

transpiration.

Ground water leaves the basin by subsurface flow past

Rillito Narrows

(Figure 1), by extraction from wells, and by evapotrans-

piration by phreatophytes, mainly along the stream courses.
(1973)

Osterkamp

calculated that in the Cortaro Basin there are 9.6 x 106 acre -feet

(4.19 x 1011 cubic feet) of recoverable ground water in storage above
a

depth of 1200 feet.

In light of Goodoff's

(1975)

study, Osterkamp's

figure may be low.

Streamflow, Infiltration and Recharge

The major stream channels in the study area form a continuous

drainage network having a combined length of about 25 miles.
channels are entrenched in stream alluvium to depths of

5

are 50 to 500 feet wide at bankfull stage (Burkham, 1970).

The

to 20 feet and

The grain

size of the stream alluvium underlying the channels ranges from clay to

coarse gravel, the size increasing with depth beneath the Santa Cruz

River and Rillito Creek.
100 feet.

with a

.5

These sediments range in thickness from 30 to

Much of the Santa Cruz channel

in the study area is covered

to 2.0 foot thick organic -rich sludge deposited by sewage

effluent discharged by the City of Tucson's sewage treatment facilities
(Wilson,

1978; Sebenik,

1978).

The mean slopes of the channels are .003

foot per foot for the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek and .008 foot

per foot for Canada del Oro.
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Prior to the 1890's, the Santa Cruz River was an intermittent
stream, bordered in many places by marshlands and tall grass.

Flow

persisted for prolonged periods along many reaches (Pumpelly, 1918),
apparently sustained by ground -water discharge.

After the 1890's,

ground -water pumpage transformed the reach of the Santa Cruz in the

Tucson Basin into the ephemeral stream it is today.

At present, dis-

charge occurs only as a result of direct runoff from precipitation,
except in the study area where sewage effluent is discharged into the

Canada del Oro and Rillito Creek are presently ephemeral,

stream channel.

and we know of no historical evidence to indicate they were perennial or

intermittent in the past.
Figure

7

shows the average annual discharge rate of the Santa

Geological Survey gage at Cortaro,

Cruz River as measured by a U.S.

Arizona (Figure

1)

from year to year.
cordingly.

for 1940 -1969.

It is seen that the flows vary sharply

One would expect the streambed recharge to vary ac-

The points of that plot for 1970 -1975 represent the natural

runoff plus contribution from effluent discharged by the City of Tucson's

sewage treatment facilities at the southeastern edge of the study area.
Prior to 1970,

effluent discharge reaching the U.S.G.S. gaging station

was small enough to neglect.
As of 1951,

the natural

flows of the Santa Cruz River were sup-

plemented by secondary treated sewage effluent.

The measured effluent

discharge rate at the treatment plant for 1951 -1975 is plotted in Figure
7.

During the years 1955 -1970, most of the effluent was sold to farmers

who used it for irrigation (Anderson, 1972).

Although there are esti-

mates on how much of the water was sold each year, it is difficult to

determine accurately the actual amount diverted from the channel, because
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Santa Cruz River runoff and sewage effluent flow rates,
pumpage rates, and water levels in the Cortaro Basin,
1940-1975.
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significant amounts of the effluent remained unused and were often re-

diverted back into the stream.
about 8.47

x

Table

Anderson estimated this amount to be

105 cfd.
2

summarizes streamflow statistics for the three major

streams of the Cortaro Basin.

The information on the Santa Cruz River

and Rillito Creek was obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey

stream gaging records.

(USGS)

The gage on the Santa Cruz River is about 3.5

miles below its confluence with the Rillito;
4.0 miles above the confluence.

the Rillito gage is about

The annual mean flow in Canada del Oro

was estimated by Burkham (1970) at its confluence with the Santa Cruz
River.

The high values of the standard deviation illustrate the sporadic

nature of streamflow in the area.
The water table lies below the streambeds in the study area
and streamflow infiltrates through the streambeds.

The amount of in-

filtrated water which reaches the water table underlying the stream
channesl is generally unknown and has been the subject of controversy.
A number of studies of infiltration and recharge have been con-

ducted along the reach of the Santa Cruz River contained in the study
area.

For example, Matlock (1966) employed stream gaging measurements

taken during 20 consecutive days in 1964 to estimate the seepage rate
of sewage effluent along a 6.3 mile reach of the river, extending from
the plant to the vicinity of Cortaro

(Figure 1).

He calculated an

average seepage rate of 1.61 x 106 cfd (2.56 x 105 cfd /mile), which is

approximately two -thirds of the total plant discharge for that period.
Wilson and DeCook (1969) detected lateral flow in the unsaturated portion of the aquifer (above the water table) to a distance
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Table

Statistics of annual mean discharges for the major streams in
the Cortaro Basin.

2.

Santa Cruz River
(cfs) cfda

Rillito Creek
(cfs) cfd

Canada del Oro
(cfs) cfd

Mean

35.2 (3.04 x 106)

13.6 (1.18 x 106)

5.5

Standard
Deviation

27.3 (2.36 x 106)

17.0

Years of
Record
a

b

(4.75 x 105)

(1.47 x 106)

1915 -75

1940 -75b

Cubic feet per day.
Includes sewage effluent releases of 1970 -1975.

of at least 200 feet away from the channel of the Santa Cruz in the

winter of 1965 -66.

The observed changes in water content were largest

at observation points farthest from the stream,

and were attributed

Wilson and DeCook speculated that the

to aquifer heterogeneity.

unsaturated zone serves as a reservoir which, when replenished by
streambed recharge, continues to feed water to the saturated zone
(and /or to vegetation)

after cessation of river flow.

Cluff et al. (1972)

gaged sewage effluent flow in the Santa

Cruz River between the treatment plant and a point about

stream from Rillito Narrows.

5

miles down-

Their measurements shown in Table

3

covered an eight -day period in the summer of 1972 and were taken at four

points along the stream.

The increase in average infiltration rates

from the treatment plant to Rillito Narrows can be explained in terms of
the channel geometry and the sewage slud$e layer.

In the reach down-

stream of Cortaro, infiltration is enhanced by a reduction in stream
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channel gradient and a larger cha -nel width as compared to the upstream
reach.

The sludge layer was demonstrated

the rate of infiltration.

by Herbert

(1976) to reduce
2 -foot

Since this layer roughly grades from a

thick gelatinous material in the upstream reach to a 0.5 -foot thick
sandy material downstream of Cortaro (Wilson, 1978; Sebenik,

1978), it

should discourage infiltration in the upstream reach relative to the

downstream reach.

In Table 3 the

lowest average infiltration rate is

found in the reach downstream of Rillito Narrows, because that reach

receives the smallest volume of effluent due to infiltration losses
further upstream.
Effects of the sludge deposit
gated by Sebenik, Cluff and DeCook

in the Santa Cruz were also investi-

(1972), who gaged sewage effluent

flow between the treatment plant and Rillito Narrows.

They found that

seepage rates were influenced by storm runoff in the channel.
example,

For

prior to a summer runoff event that peaked at about 3000 cfs,

infiltration rates in the 11 -mile reach averaged 2.35 x 105 cfd, but
increased by 16% to average 2.79 x 105 cfd after the event.

A plausible

explanation is that the flood, which has a recurrence interval slightly
over one year, scoured sludge from the channel, thereby improving its
intake capabilities.
The only other estimates of infiltration rates through stream

channels in the study area were made by Burkham (1970) as part of a

broader infiltration study covering the main channels of the Tucson
Basin.

His analysis relied on records from 16 USGS gaging stations

which were active during various periods between 1936 and 1963.
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Two

Table

3.

Comparison of sewage effluent flow and average sectional
effluent infiltration rates, Santa Cruz River, 1972. From
Cluff et al. (1972)
.

Station

Flow
Distance
(river
miles)

Treatment
Plant

Mean Flow cfs

(4.31 x 106)

34.7
(3.00 x 106)

Cortaro
Narrows

11.3

18.8
(1.62 x 106)

Sanders
Roada

16.7

7.9
(6.83 x 105)

(Cortaro)

a

(cfd /mile)

49.9

6.0

Cortaro Rd.

Average
Infiltration Rate
in Section cfs /mile

(percent)

(cfd)

0.0

Cumulative
Effluent
Flow Loss

30.5

2.5

(2.16 x 105)

62.3

3.0

(2.59 x 105)

84.2

2.0

(1.73 x 105)

Not shown on maps of this report.

of the gages are located in the Coratro Basin and are still operating

today (see Table

2

for statistics from these stations).

The channel

reaches investigated by Burkham in the study area include most of

Rillito Creek, all of Canada del Oro, and the section of the Santa
Cruz River upstream of the Cortaro stream gagé.

The estimate for

Canada del Oro was based on scanty field measurements and correlation

with the flow behavior of similar streams elsewhere in the Tucson Basin.
In the Cortaro Basin area,

Burkham estimated average infiltration for

the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek to be 5.72 x 104 cfd per mile

and for Canada del Oro 1.91 x 104 cfd per mile.

However, since con-

sumption by phreatophytes is unknown, the rate of groundwater recharge
(by direct measurement)

is also unknown.
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A question often asked in the Tucson Basin is:

Are phreato-

phytes sufficiently dense along the stream courses to discharge significant amounts of water?

According to Halpenny (1977), shortly after the

1920's, when extensive pumping began in parts of the Cortaro area, the

water table in that region was lowered to the extent that most dense
stands of phreatophytes were killed off.

He also believes that,

since

that time, evapotranspiration along the stream channels has been small.
Currently, along most of the reaches, phreatophytes are extremely

One might therefore conclude that a large percentage of the

sparse.

infiltration should reach the ground -water system, but the water level
contour lines of Figure

4

do not indicate mounding underneath the

However, although water level data are quite dense near the

streams.

streams, a ground -water mound extending

laterally for only a few

hundred feet would probably not be detected.
question:

This raises the following

If such a mound exists, could streambed recharge exert

significant influence on the regional ground -water flow regime of the
Cortaro Basin?

The measurements of Wilson and DeCook (1969), as well

as the ground -water

level fluctuations shown in Figure

7,

indicate that

the ground -water system is at least locally affected by the Santa Cruz
flows, but the regional effect remains unclear.

There are many other sources of recharge along the Santa Cruz
River.
pits.

These include sewage oxidation ponds, holding ponds, and borrow
The borrow pits are not a continuous source, but runoff water

often collects in them and dissipates by seepage and evaporation.
Nearly all of these sources are located in the immediate vicinity of
the channel and, in water budget studies, may be lumped into streambed

recharge.

Another contributor to recharge is irrigation return flow.
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The areas irrigated in 1976 are shown in Figure
areas are located close to the river,

8.

Again, most of these

and irrigation return flow may,

for purposes of this study, be lumped into streambed recharge.

However,

such lumping may not be wise north of Pima Farm Road on the west side
of the river (Figure

8)

where the irrigated area covers about 1.5 square

miles and in places extends more than a mile from the river.

The same

is true northeast of the river at Rillito Narrows where irrigation takes

place at a distance from the river.

Ground -Water Pumpage

Substantial ground -water pumpage in the Tucson Basin began in
1920, mostly for irrigation by a group known today as the Cortaro Water

Users Association (CWUA).

Their wells were drilled in a section of the

Cortaro Basin covering about

1

mile to either side of the Santa Cruz

River and stretching from its confluence with Rillito Creek to the north
end of the Tucson Mountains (Figure 8).

From 1920 to the present, most

of the ground -water withdrawals in the Cortaro Basin area have been

attributed to the CWUA.

Figure

9

shows water levels and pumpage from

CWUA wells for 1920 -1954 as estimated by Schwalen and Shaw (1957).

This

record may be compared with estimates by the USGS of total pumpage from

Cortaro Basin from 1940 through 1965, shown on Figure

7.

No pumpage

estimates are available after 1965.
By 1940 many farmers not belonging to the CWUA had established

irrigation wells in the study area, and the ground -water pumpage totalled
around 21,000 acre -feet during that year.
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After 1940, comparatively

Irrigated

Figure

8.

Land

Map of irrigated land in the Cortaro Basin (Adapted
from Wilson et al., 1977).
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small amounts of water also have been withdrawn in the project area by
the City of Tucson, private domestic water companies,

industry.

schools, and

The approximate pumping center locations for 1940 -1965 may

be seen in Figure 13 as pumpage nodes.
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CHAPTER

4

DATA USED IN MODEL

Water Levels
An extensive ground -water level monitoring program conducted by

the University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station

(

UAAES)

and

funded by the City of Tucson is the source of the water level data for
the Tucson Basin.

These data are summarized periodically by the UAAES

in the form of ground -water level contour maps.
in 1947 when water levels were measured

The program started

in more than

1000 wells.

During

the 1950's and 1960's, the UAAES monitored between 1000 and 2000 wells

each year.

However, since 1970, the number of monitored wells has been

reduced to 400.

Prior to 1947, and as early as 1920, some water

level measurements were made by private well owners, the U.S. Geological

Survey,

the City of Tucson,

and the UAAES.

These data are generally

insufficient to construct a reliable ground -water level contour map for
the area prior to 1940.

The first contour map for the Tucson Basin

based on 1940 water levels was constructed by Anderson (1972) as a basis
for calibrating an electric analog model.

One of the objectives of the present work is to calibrate a

FLUMP model of the Cortaro Basin under steady-state conditions.

The

data were reassessed in order to verify the existence of a steady -state

period for which such a calibration could be performed.

The data show

that, during the period 1922 -1929, the average cumulative water level
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declines for 12 major CWUA wells was close to 30 feet, but during the

period 1937 -1941, the net average change in water levels was close to
zero

(Figure 9).

This slowdown in the trend of water level declines may

be attributed to cutbacks in pumpage and to higher than average flow in
the Santa Cruz River during 1939 -1940.

Thus,

it appears that this

period can be taken as quasi- steady- state.
In an effort to better understand the nature of the quasi-steady-

state regime, we constructed a revised 1940 ground -water level contour
map for the Cortaro Basin.

The new version incorporates the data

previously used by Anderson (1972) for 1940, with a contour map constructed by the UAAES for 1947.

The 1947 map is based on many more

data points than those available in 1940 and was employed as a guide for

improving the accuracy of the 1940 contours in areas in which data were

sparse and the decline of water levels during 1940 -1947 was small.

The

resulting map is shown in Figure 10 which also shows the 1940 contour map

constructed by Anderson.

The maximum difference between the two maps

is

found in the northern sections, where the contours differ by as much

as

50 feet.

Anderson believed that mountain front recharge was deflect-

ing the contours to the west along the Tortolitas, but that the Tucson

Mountains formed an impermeable boundary.

After examining the UAAES

water level maps from the period 1947 -1974, we concluded that, whatever

mountain front recharge may occur along the Tortolitas, it had practically
no effect on the 1940 water levels.

On the other hand, in at least one

zone along the Tucson Mountains, some recharge may occur.

Water level data are taken each spring or winter because the

demand for irrigation water is then relatively low.
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Operating wells are
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Figure 10.

Contour map of 1940 water table, Cortaro Basin.
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shut off for as long as possible to allow maximum recovery prior to

measurement, with a minimum of one day.

The elevation of almost all

wells was obtained by leveling from bench marks.

A small percentage

of elevations were estimated from land surface contour maps and these
were given a lesser weight.

Transmissivities

and.

Storage Coefficients

Transmissivity data are available for about 48 wells in the
study area.

These values were determined during the years 1963 -1968

from pumping tests of short duration conducted mainly by the UAAES.
Each test consisted of a 3 to

4

hour pumping period, followed by an

almost equally long period of recovery during which time water levels

were measured in the pumped well.

Since none of the tests included

measurements in observation wells no estimates of storage coefficient
could be made and transmissivity estimates are approximate.

We are

not aware of any pumping test in the study area that includes observa-

tion wells.
The majority of the wells in the study area reach depths between
200 and 600 feet and penetrate most or all of the high -yielding Fort

Lowell Formation.

Although substantial upward leakage from the very

thick, but less permeable, Tinaja and Pantano Formations may take place,

the magnitude of this leakage is unknown.
Figure 11 is a generalized transmissivity map for the study

area adapted from a much larger map constructed for the Tucson Basin

by Anderson (1972).

His map is based on the UAAES pump test results,

specific capacity data, drill hole cuttings,
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core samples, and

hydrogeological interpretation.

I-Ie

used the map directly in assigning

transmissivities to the nodal connections in his analog model.
Estimates of average annual recharge and storage coefficient
(specific yield) for the Tucson Basin were made by Matlock and Davis
(1972).

They wrote water budget equations for each of the nine years,

1961 through 1968, in which annual recharge and specific yield appear
as unknown terms.

A simultaneous solution of the nine equations was

obtained by a graphical procedure.

The error polygon of the graph

ranged from about 35,000 acre -feet to about 75,000 acre -feet per year
for recharge, and from about 0.08 to 0.16 for specific yield.

chose 55,000 ac -ft /year and 0.12 as most probably values.

They

The estimate

of storage coefficient is consistent with several results from aquifer

tests in other similar aquifers.

Experience shows that such tests, when

long in duration, often yield storage coefficients in the range 0.10 -0.25.

Pump age

The only comprehensive

synthesis of records and estimates of

pumpage in the Tucson Basin was done by the U.S.
the period 1940 -1965.

Geological Survey for

The USGS compiled such data for each of the

1/2 x 1/2 mile squares comprising Anderson's (1972)

work, and for the time periods 1940,
1951 -1952,

1941,

electric analog net-

1942 -1946,

1953 -1957, 1958 -1961, and 1962 -1965.

during each period was considered to be constant.

1947 -1949,

1950,

The rate of pumpage
The data were obtained

from direct measurements of pumpage and from indirect estimates inferred
from electric power consumption records. The latter approach had to be
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applied especially to pumpage for irrigation, which was generally
ungaged.

As stated by Anderson (1972):

The general method used to determine annual pumpage for
agricultural use involved deriving an average value of
power consumption per acre -foot of water pumped.
This
factor was then used to relate the total power used to
the quantity of water pumped.
The factor was averaged
for large subareas in the Tucson Basin and was assumed
to be constant throughout each subarea; however, the
factor was dependent on pumping lift and efficiency of
pumping plants, which were not uniform throughout the
subareas. The method was the only available means of
determining the total agricultural pumpage within the
basin and was reliable only to the extent to which the
average power per acre -foot factor was accurate.
Since most of the wells in the Cortaro Basin use their water primarily
for agriculture, nearly all of the USGS estimates here rely on power

records.

Therefore,

in the model may

we conclude that while the pumpage estimates used

inaccurate in magnitude, the year -to -year trends

in these estimates should be reasonably accurate.
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CHAPTER

5

CALIBRATION OF FLUMP

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the water level map of

1940 (Figure

10)

represents approximately steady -state conditions.

Under the assumption that this map is steady- state, we used it as the
basis for a preliminary steady -state calibration and then performed a
series of transient -state calibrations
to 1965.
12.

Its

against data for the years 1940

The finite -element mesh of the study area is shown on Figure

southwestern boundary approximately overlies the subsurface

bedrock ridge between the Cortaro Basin and the rest of the Tucson
Basin.

The spacing between most of the nodes is 0.7 miles.

Near the

Tucson Mountains and in the northwest corner near Rillito Narrows, the
spacing is smaller, ranging from 0.25 to 0.50 mile, because hydraulic
and transmissivity gradients are steeper here than elsewhere.

A contouring package, CONTUR, developed at the University of
Calgary, Alberta,

Canada, was used to plot computed head values.

In

several experimental runs it produced accurate contour maps from data

generated by FLUMP, and subsequently was used to generate more than
100 maps in the course of the study.

By using CONTUR we estimate a

savings of from two to four man -hours per map.

Preliminary Steady -State Calibration

The initial guess for assigning transmissivity values to the

mesh nodes was based on Figure 11.
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Pumpage rates were assumed constant
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Figure 11.

Map of initial guess transmissivity distribution, Cortaro
Basin (from Anderson, 1972).
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and were based on incomplete records in the files of the U.S.
(At the time the

Survey.

preliminary calibration was performed, the

complete file at U.S.G.S. could not be located.
available

Geological

It was

found and made

for the transient -state analysis described below.

The

complete file resulted in an increase of about 20 percent in 1940 total

pumpage rate over that contained in the incomplete file.)
Constant hydraulic head was prescribed at nodes lying along
streams or in their immediate vicinity.

The head values were obtained

by interpolating between the contours in Figure 10.

The nodes along

the boundary of the mesh were also assigned constant head values.

By

prescribing hydraulic head values along the stream channels, the study
area is effectively partitioned into four independent sections labelled
I

-IV in Figure 12.

This means that aquifer properties or pumpage rates

assigned to one section have no effect on the remaining sections,

because changes in head at a node not having a prescribed flux or head
occur only in response to changes in head at the other nodes in the
immediate neighborhood.

Thus, where two areas of a model are completely

divided by a prescribed head boundary, changes in head on one side do
not influence the heads on the boundary, and therefore heads on the

other side remain unaffected.

However, a change in head near a pre-

scribed head boundary will manifest itself in the flux calculated
across that boundary.

Because of this partitioning effect the model

can be calibrated one section at a time.

The first steady -state run produced the distribution of heads
shown in Figure 13.
shown for comparison.

The measured head values from Figure 10 are also

Although the match is fairly good, it is diffi-

cult to determine if this was due to correct transmissivity values or
the effects of imposing a perfect match along the boundaries.
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insight into the results is provided by the computed flow rates sum-

marized in Table

4.

The flow rates in this table are divided into 12

categories, each corresponding to
shown in Figure 13.

a

given segment of the boundary as

Each category represents a boundary segment along

The results suggest that segment

which the flow is either high or low.
3

along the northern boundary and segments

5

and

7

along the Tucson

The specific

Mountains may perhaps qualify as no -flow boundaries.

fluxes are small, and the total computed flow rate for these boundaries
cfd (5.0 cfs), whereas the total computed boundary

is only 4.34 x 105

The negative fluxes along seg-

inflow rate is 5.25 x 106 (60.8 cfs).
ment

(NW Santa Cruz River)

9

discharge out of the system.

and segment 10

(Canada del Oro)

indicate

Since there is little basis for assuming

that discharge out of the ground -water system was occurring along any

of the stream courses in 1940, the negative results must be attributed
to errors in the data and /or values of transmissivity.

The difference between the total outflow and the total inflow

of water in Table

4

is only 0.2 percent of the total

inflow.

This

indicates that the truncation errors introduced by the numerical scheme

have only a minor effect and the model is simulating equilibrium conditions with good precision.

accuracy control
hdes

hdes

These results were obtained with a head

(see Chapter 2, eqn.

Segment
--

When

was reduced to 1.0 foot, the following changes in the absolute

values of total fluxes were observed:

9

of 5.0 feet.

27)

4

-- a 12%

a 6% decrease.

increase; Segment

Segment
5

3

-- a 520%

-- a 5% increase;

increase; and Segment

The corresponding water balance error was now only

7.70 x 103 cfd (0.009 cfs), or 0.1 percent, and the maximum change in
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Table

Computed boundary flow rates and water balance from first
1940 steady -state model simulation (prior to calibration).

4.

Total

Segment
la (southeast boundary)
lb

Flow Ratea,b

Boundary
Nodes

(east boundary)

(cfd)

Segment
Len gthc

Flow Rate

per Mile
(cfd)

,(miles)

1 -7

8.16x105

4.44

1.84x105

15 -46

2.14x105

3.46

6.19x104

58 -152

1.47x106

6.12

2.40x105

2

(northeast boundary)

3

(north boundary)

166 -219

4.10x105

7.15

5.73x104

4

(west boundary)

220 -212

-1.14x106

1.56

-7.31x105

5

(north TMFd)

207 -167

3.25x103

4.07

7.99x102

6

(central TMF)

153 -86

5.16x105

4.36

1.18x105

7

(south TMF)

71 -8

2.10x104

5.05

4.16x103

8

(SE S.C.

Rivere)

9 -221

4.11x105

4.36

9.43x104

9

(NW S.C.

Riverf)

73 -208

-1.60x106

9.04

1.77x105

90 -98

-5.89x105

4.85

-1.21x105

13 -70

1.15x106

4.92

2.34x105

10 (Canada del Oro)
11

(Rillito Creek)

Total Boundary Flux

=

1.68x106

Total Pumpage

=

-1.67x106

Total Inflow

=

Water Balance Error

=

5.25x106

1.05x104 = 0.2% of total inflow
(0.12 cfs)

aNegative flow rates indicate flow directed out of the system.

bFlow rates occurring at prescribed head nodes lying both on later flow
and stream boundaries (i.e., nodes 2, 6, 99, and 213) were assumed to
be lateral flow rates.
con rivers (segments

8 -11)

equals river miles.

dTucson Mountain front.

eSoutheast reach of Santa Cruz River.
Northwest reach of Santa Cruz River.
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head was less than one foot.

The maximum flux change of 520 percent

at segment 5 is not as important as it may appear; the magnitude of

this change is only 1.37 x 104 cfd (0.16 cfs).

The increase was due

almost entirely to an increase in the fluxes through the nodes near the

western boundary, where hydraulic gradients are steep and subsurface
fluxes are low.

The second highest change

(12 percent) occurred

at

the western boundary (Segment 4).
In order to test the effects of pumpage rates on the model, a

steady -state simulation run was performed without pumpage.

Naturally,

the removal of pumpage caused fluxes computed at the prescribed head

boundary to decrease (toward the negative end of the scale) by a total
amount equal to the magnitude of the pumpage;

material balance was again near zero.

and the total error in

It was found that approximately

90 percent of the decrease in computed flux occurred at the stream

courses (segments

8

-il), since about 90 percent of the pumpage was

assigned near the streams.

This indicated that the pumped water near

the streams was derived mainly from the stream areas.

The effect of

the experiment on computed water levels was much less dramatic.

Over

the 222 nodes of the mesh, the changes in water levels due to the

deletion of pumpage were merely

5

nodes,

feet at fifteen nodes, and

3

feet at three nodes,

forty -one nodes.

2

feet at one node, 4 feet at two
1

foot at

These changes are negligible, and together with the

computed fluxes they indicate that the pumpage rates could have been

placed either at boundary nodes, or ignored, without adversely affecting the computed heads.
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The stage was now set for the actual trial and error calibration

process.

In such a process,

it

is

imperative to proceed in

a

logical,

carefully planned sequence of steps, because there is an infinite number
of different transmissivity sets which may yield identical head distributions.

Furthermore, under steady -state conditions, with heads pre-

scribed along all the boundaries, and when pumpage is relatively unimportant, multiplying all the transmissivities by a given constant has no

effect on the computed head values.

Thus, a random trial and error

adjustment of the transmissivities which is not based on sound hydrological principles is likely to result in a meaningless transmissivity

distribution.

One way to help ensure reasonable results is to choose a

control area in which the transmissivity estimates are best documented
(least uncertain), and keep these transmissivities

constant, while

gradually adjusting the remaining transmissivity values.

In order to

choose a control area, the pumping test data for the Cortaro Basin available at the University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station were

Only two of the pumping tests could be considered more

closely examined.

reliable than the rest.

These two tests were conducted at wells located

approximately 1.5 miles from each other in the vicinity of nodes 122 and
148

(Figure 12).

and

B

The test sites are indicated by the points labelled A

in Figure 11.

The transmissivities from these two tests are 9,500 and 10,700
ft2 /day,

respectively.

missivity map of Figure

This does not conform to the generalized trans11

in which the two test sites are located between

the 0.7 x 104 and 0.1 x 104 ft2 /day contours.

Furthermore, the transmis-

sivity previously assigned to the elements lying between these contours
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was simply the average of the values along the contours, which was
0.4 x 104 ft2 /day.

Therefore, an experiment was performed in which all

of the transmissivities in section

having values between 0.4 x 104

I

and 0.7 x 104 ft2 /day were increased to 1.0 x 104, in accordance with the

two chosen test results.

The zone of increased transmissivity corresponds

to the shaded area in Figure 14.

values for this case.

The figure also shows a comparison of

and measured head values in Section

of the experiment.

between computed

It can be seen that the agreement
I

improved considerably as a result

Thus, the transmissivity data from the two selected

tests were taken to represent the entire shaded area in Figure 14.
area was adopted as a control for the calibration of Section

I.

This

Some of

the transmissivities inside the control area were altered slightly to

obtain a still better fit between the measured and computed head values,
but most of them were kept between 1.0 x 104 and 1.5 x 104 ft2 /day.

The calibration of the remaining parts of Section

I

was done

gradually, using the local pumping test estimates as a guide.

The main

difficulty was encountered in the northwest portions of the mesh (Rillito
Narrows) where most of the water leaves the basin.

Here, the hydraulic

gradients are relatively steep, and the transmissivity appears to vary
considerably with distance.

It was found necessary to increase the trans-

missivities of some of the elements in this area from the 3.9 x 104 ft2 /day
obtained from Anderson's generalized map (Figure 11) to 6.0 x 104 ft2 /day
in accordance with local pumping test results.

justment required in Section

I

This was the largest ad-

to achieve a satisfactory match between the

measured and computed water levels.
In Sections

II,

III,

pumping tests are uncertain.

and IV, estimates of transmissivity based on

These sections therefore were calibrated
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Figure 14.

Map showing comparison between measured and computed (after
increasing transmissivity values in Section I) 1940 water table contours.
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IN

FEET ABOVE

partially on the basis of the calibrated transmissivities of Section
For example,

I.

the elements in Section II bordering on Canada del Oro were

assumed to have transmissivities similar to those of their immediate
neighbors in Section

I.

These elements were then adopted as a control for
This appears to be a reasonable

the calibration of the rest of Section II.

approach because the hydraulic gradient was relatively uniform within
about one -half mile to either side of Canada del Oro.

transmissivity values of the elements of Section

II

Moreover, when the

were in the range of

the pumping test results, the fit was relatively poor.

Thus, most of the

pumping test data were ignored in this section, and transmissivity values
adopted for the model differ significantly from those computed from
pumping test values by almost one order of magnitude.
Section III was calibrated with the aid of numerous pumping test
data from 11 sites concentrated primarily near the southeastern margin

of the section (Figure 11).

Two of these 11 sites were located inside

Section III, eight were within one mile from the boundary of the section,
and one was one and a half miles from it.

Nine of these tests, including

those inside Section III, yielded transmissivity values in the range of
0.7 x 104 to 1.0 x 104 ft2 /day and were thereafter treated as a control
for Section III.

Only minor additional adjustments were required to

achieve a good fit between measured and computed head values in the
entire section.

The resulting transmissivities

in Section III were

fairly close to pumping test values.
In Section IV,

to that in Section II.

the calibration was initiated in a manner similar

The transmissivities
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of elements from Section III

bordering on the Santa Cruz River were adopted from their neighbors in
As before, this strategy seemed justified in light of the

Section II.

uniformity of the hydraulic gradient along that reach of the Santa Cruz
River and lack of any indications from the pumping tests that the trans -

missivity should vary significantly from one side of the river to the
other.

The rest of Section IV was calibrated by progressively adjusting
The aquifer test results served

transmissivities toward the northwest.
as a useful
a good

guide during this stage, and it was generally easy to obtain

fit.

Much of the effort was spent in trying to induce a match

near boundary segment 6, characterized by steep gradients due to recharge

through sediments having a low transmissivity along the Tucson Mountain
front.

Many of the initial transmissivity estimates in this area had to

be altered drastically, and some had to be reduced by an order of

magnitude.
This completed the preliminary stage of the steady -state calibra-

tion process.

At this stage, the maximum difference between measured

and computed hydraulic head values was about

3

feet in Section II.

The

differences in all the other sections were generally less than a foot.
However, the resulting fluxes (shown in Table

5)

did not appear to be

more reasonable than those computed before the calibration process.

In

fact, the streambed fluxes became more negative along segments 9 and 10
(NW Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek).

In addition,

the fluxes along

segments which were believed to be essentially no -flow boundaries

actually increased in absolute value.

water balance in Table

5

The relatively small error in

may be due to a decrease in the transmissivity

gradient.
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Table 5.

Computed boundary flow rates and water balance at the end
of the preliminary 1940 steady -state calibration.

(2)
(1)

Flow Rate

Segmenta

(3)

Change From
Flow Rate of 1st
Steady -State Run

Percent of
Total Inflow

[(2)

(cfd)

(cfd)

1 Tot.

In.

la

1.18x106

3.64x105

26.5

lb

3.64x105

1.50x105

10.9

2

3.08x106

1.61x106

117.3

3

4.38x105

2.80x104

2.0

4

-1.72x106

-5.80x105

-42.2

5

2.84x105

2.81x105

20.5

6

9.92x104

-4.17x105

-30.4

7

1.02x105

8.10x104

5.9

8

5.87x105

1.76x105

12.8

9

-2.24x106

-6.00x105

-43. 7

10

-7.42x105

-7.90x104

-5.8

11

2.35x105

-9.15x105

-66.6

1.67x106

=

Total Flux

-1.67x106

=

Pumpage

370 cfd

<

Water Balance Error
Total Inflow

=

<

x 100]

1369 cfd

6.37x106

cfd

aSee Table 4 for segment labels and initial estimates of flow
rates.
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During the preliminary steady -state calibration, it was found
that the adjustment of transmissivities near boundaries across which the
fluxes were high (e.g.,

lateral

flow boundaries)

on head values in the vicinity of the boundary.

had a noticeable influence
On the other hand, the

adjustment of transmissivities near boundaries characterized by smaller
fluxes (e.g., stream channels) had a lesser influence on the heads.

Figure 15 and 16 show actual examples of these two cases.

In both

figures the transmissivities of the shaded elements were reduced to half

their original values.

The resulting computed heads for the original

and halved transmissivities are shown in the figures.

Note that the new

transmissivities brought about a distinct change in heads downstream of
the lateral flow boundary (Figure 15), but only a minor change near the

stream boundary (Figure 16).
In the first case, the flux along the boundary segment between

nodes 99 and 152 dropped by 34 percent, whereas in the second case the
flux along the segment between nodes 73 and 142 increased by 137 percent.

Fluxes at other boundary nodes close to where the transmissivities were

altered were also affected but to a lesser degree.

The flux increased

through the river boundary because along that particular reach (nodes
73 -142)

water was generally flowing toward the river (according to the

water level contours).

Therefore,

the decrease in transmissivity caused

a reduction in the flux toward the river,

allowing the computed recharge

there to increase in the positive direction.
From Figures 15 and 16 it is obvious that the transmissivities

near the streams are least likely to be improved by adjustment and that
assignment of Ts in these areas must be largely based on pumping test
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Illustration of influence of transmissivity changes near a
lateral flow boundary on water levels computed by the model.
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stream channel boundary on water levels computed by the
model.
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results.
since,

This should not seriously jeopardize the accuracy of the model

in general, the best

control on T from pumping tests is found with-

in a mile or two of the streams

(Figure 11).

However, because the initial

guess T values were obtained from the generalized T map of Anderson (1972),

many of the T's near the streams do not closely reflect the local pumping
test results.

This may account for the seemingly unreasonable fluxes

computed along the stream courses during the preliminary calibration.
Later in the text, it will be shown that these fluxes become more reasonable when the nearby T's are adjusted closer to actual pumping test values.
The shaded areas in Figure 13 include the elements in which all the

nodal points were treated as prescribed head boundaries.

Therefore, changes

in the T's of these elements had absolutely no influence on hydraulic head

values anywhere in the mesh.

In these areas the T's had to be assigned

solely on the basis of pumping test results and hydrogeological intuition.
As a result of the unsatisfactory flux values obtained during the

preliminary calibration, it became obvious that another steady -state calibration would be necessary.

However, in the meantime, the list of 1940 -1965

pumpage rates used in the USGS modelling study finally was recovered.

This

made it possible to perform a preliminary transient analysis prior to

another steady -state calibration.

Preliminary Transient Simulation

For the transient simulation, each pumpage value was assigned to a

node nearest the pumping site.

At each such node, the rate of pumpage was

treated as a piecewise linear function of time, as shown in Figure 17.

Most

of the boundary nodes were assigned prescribed head values as a function of
time.

However, at certain lateral flow boundary points, the flux was believed
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\..,.
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Graph of total pompage in the study area for 1940 -1965 and
its general representation in the model.
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to change little during the period 1940 -1965.

flux was prescribed.

At these nodes,

constant

a

lateral flow boundary nodes lying in the

As a rule,

vicinity of pumped wells were assigned prescribed head values.

Lateral

flow boundary nodes believed to lie along no -flow boundaries, or far from

pumped wells, were assigned prescribed flux values.

Thus, heads were pre-

scribed at segments la, lb, and

4

and parts of segments

(nodes 217 and 219), and

7

(nodes 37 -8)

69),

3

2

(nodes 58 and

(Figure 13).

Because of

the sporadic nature of the streamflow, heads were also prescribed along
all the streams

(segments

8,

9,

10,

The boundary head values

and 11).

were prescribed as piecewise linear functions of time, based on measure-

ments taken in 1940, 1947, 1953, 1962, 1964, and 1965.

These data were

considered to be sufficient, because the objective of this preliminary run
was merely to model the general trends in water level and fluxes.
A uniform storage coefficient of 0.15 was chosen arbitrarily from

the range of 0.08 -0.16 estimated by Matlock and Davis (1972).

was assigned to every element in the mesh.

This value

The simulations resulted in a

very good match between measured and computed head values for 1965.
error at most nodes was approximately
about 20 feet.

5

feet,

The

and the maximum error was

This maximum error occurred along the Tucson Mountains

where the hydraulic gradients are very steep.

The best match not in the

immediate vicinity of prescribed head boundaries was obtain in Section

I.

Most of the errors in this section were only a few feet, whereas the total

change in head between 1940 and 1965 ranged from 25 to 35 feet.
ed that the model

transmissivities in Section

I

This suggest-

may have been properly chosen.

The computed fluxes are ploted in Figures 18, 19, and 20.

A com-

parison of these fluxes for 1940 with those obtained during the preliminary steady -state calibration shows that the increased rate of

pumpage left the lateral flows relatively unaffected, while fluxes along
77
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Graph of computed lateral flows and total pumpage, preliminary
transient simulation.
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Graph of computed recharge rates for the Santa Cruz River
and Canada del Oro and total pumpage from preliminary
transient simulation; surface runoff rates for the Santa
Cruz River; and sewage effluent release rates.
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Graph of computed recharge rates for Rillito Creek from
preliminary transient simulation; and Rillito Creek surface
runoff rates.
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the stream courses shifted toward the positive end of the scale.

Never-

theless, this shift was not substantial enough to change the computed
fluxes for 1940 along segments
del Oro)

9

and 10 (NW Santa Cruz River and Canada

However,

from negative to positive.

some of the information

gained from these results was used in formulating the ensuing steps
of the procedure,

as discussed below.

The declining flux trends along the southeast reach of the Santa

Cruz River (segment

8)

and Rillito Creek,

in a manner seemingly indepen-

dent of any streamflow fluctuations (Figures 19 and 20), were judged to
be unrealistic.

This is especially true along Rillito Creek, where the

fluxes became negative, indicating discharge.

Asimilar, but less

dramatic pattern could be seen along Canada del Oro (segment 10), where
the flux remained negative during the entire simulation period.

The

increasingly negative fluxes computed along Rillito Creek are due to the
fact that the computed heads to either side of the stream in Sections II
and III were higher than the measured values by up to

5

feet.

Thus, the

model indicates ground water mounding in these areas, causing excessive
flow toward the stream.
Since the fluxes along Canada del Oro were consistently negative

throughout the entire transient simulation, the results here could not
be attributed to errors in the 1940 water level data alone.
more,

it is unlikely that such errors

transient period.

Further-

would persist for the entire

Because the computed steady -state and transient water

level results for Section

I

seemed satisfactory,

the cause of the nega-

tive fluxes along Canada del Oro was attributed to a surplus of water
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entering the model through Section II.

transmissivities in Section

II

that section would be required.

Thus,

it was concluded that

were set too high, and a recalibration of
This conclusion was further supported

by pumping test data which, in the northern part of Section II, yielded

much smaller transmissivities than those resulting from the preliminary
calibration.

It

appeared that transmissivity reductions in Section II,

plus similar adjustments

in Section III, might help solve the problems

encountered along Rillito Creek and the southeast reach of the Santa
Cruz River.

This was accomplished during the final steady -state cali-

bration described below.

Final Steady -State Calibration

The final steady -state calibration was based on the subsequently
found USGS record of 1940 pumpage rates and a slightly modified choice
of boundary conditions.

Canada del Oro was no longer treated as a

prescribed head boundary, and water was no longer allowed to enter or
leave the system along its course.

In other words,

any possible re-

charge along Canada del Oro was assumed to have a negligible effect on
the system.

This approach is supported by the relatively small rate of

infiltration which was estimated by Burkham (1970) to be 1.9 x 104
ft3 /day /mile.

This is about three times less than the corresponding

value for the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek within the confines of
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the study area,

and it constitutes only about 0.30 percent of the total

rate of inflow into the system as computed by the model.

Furthermore,

there does not seem to be any field evidence for ground water mounding

under Canada del Oro.
The new calibration of Section

Section
II

I

II

was performed by treating

The resulting transmissivities in Section

as a control area.

were two to four times smaller than those obtained earlier from the

preliminary calibrations, and were generally closer to the pumping test
results,

although the latter were still three to four times lower.
In order to reduce the transmissivity gradient between Sections

II and

III, the values in Section III had to be further adjusted to con-

form more closely to the pumping test results.

Similar adjustments were

also required in Section IV in the vicinity of Section III.

Since the fluxes along the northwestern portions of the Santa
Cruz River (segment 9) were still negative,

transmissivities in Sections

I

a further adjustment of the

and IV along this reach was required.

According to Figure 10, the general direction of flow across the northwestern portion of the Santa Cruz River was from southeast to northwest

between contour lines 2075 and 1975.

Thus, a substantial increase in

transmissivities from the east side of the river to the west side might
help reverse the negative sign of the computed fluxes along the stream.
Indeed, such a trend of the transmissivity values is suggested by six

pumping tests along the west side of the reach,

3

miles downstream from

its confluence with Canada del Oro, and one test on the other side

(Figure 11).

However, the transmissivity values obtained during the

preliminary calibration along the same reach did not entirely reflect
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this trend.
9

in Sections

Thus,
I

the transmissivities of elements adjacent to segment

and IV were adjusted closer to the pumping test values.

As a result, the total computed flux through the boundary became more

reasonable.
Prior to the recalibration of Sections

boundary segment

5

I

and IV, a portion of

along the Tucson Mountains, extending from node 207

to 190 (a distance of approximately 1.7 miles) was modified from a pre-

scribed head to a no -flow type boundary.

That segment appeared to act

as a hydraulic barrier formed by the interface between the unconsoli-

dated and semi -consolidated sediments comprising the aquifer, and the

consolidated volcanic rocks of the Tucson Mountains.

The ground -water

contours intersect the interface at right angles.
It will be recalled that node

dated volcanic rocks.

207 is located over the consoli-

Attempts to assign very low transmissivities in

the vicinity of this node caused large negative fluxes at the nearby

Santa Cruz River boundary (node number 208 in Figure 15).

It therefore

appears possible that the transmissivity of the volcanic rocks in this
area are not less than

6

percent of those representing the aquifer

material near the interface.
The final transmissivity patterns and final match between the

measured and calculated water levels are shown in Figures 21 and 22.
The match in Figure 22 is considered to be very good.
The resultant computed fluxes are given in Table
in general, more

6.

Note that,

flow is now taking place into the system by recharge

along streams, and more is flowing out through the lateral boundaries.

Discharge along the NW Santa Cruz (segment
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is indicated
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Figure 21.

Transmissivity distribution obtained from final steady -state
calibration.
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Figure 22.

Comparison between measured and computed 1940 water -table
contours from final steady-state simulation.
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Table

6

Computed boundary flow rates and water balance at the end
of the final 1940 steady -state calibration; and comparison
with those from the preliminary calibration (Table 5).

Change from
Flow Rate of
Table S

Segment

(cfd)

(cfd)

Percent Change
from Flow Rate
of Table 5

la

8.61x105

-3.19x105

-27.0

1.94x105

lb

7.27x104

-2.91x105

-79.9

2.10x104

2

2.61x106

-4.70x105

-15.3

4.26x105

3

2.79x105

-1.59x105

-36.3

3.90x104

-4.20x105

-24.4

-1.37x106

Flow Rate

4

-2.14x10

6

Flow Rate
per Mile
(cfd /mile)

Saa

2.81x104

-1.09x105

-86.9

2.36x104

6

2.02x105

-1.03x105

103.8

4.63x104

7

6.11x104

-4.09x104

40.1

1.21x104

8

3.82x10

-2.05x105

-34.9

8.76x104

9ab

2.03x105

5.65x105

56.1

9.58x104

9bc

-3.57x105

1.49x105

29.4

-1.65x105

9cd

2.24x105

1.24x106

121.6

4.72x104

10

-1.32x105

2.11x106

94.2

-1.46x104

11

3.12x105

7.70x104

32.8

6.34x104

5

300 cfd < Water Balance <

Total Inflow

=

1299 cfd

5.23x106 cfd

allodes 180 and 167

of segment

5.

bNodes 73 -104 of segment 9.
CNodes 116 -142 of segment 9.

dNodes 157 -208 of segment 9.
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only at

3

nodes stretching over 2.17 miles of segment 9 (segment 9b:

nodes 73, 89, and 104).

Nevertheless, the total 1940 flow rate for that
Further transmissivity adjustments could have

reach was still negative.

been performed to make this flux completely positive; however, this did
not seem feasible, since such errors could have been caused by local

The computed flow rates for the

errors in water level measurements.

Santa Cruz River in Table

6

(segments

8

and

9)

sum up to a "reasonable"

value of 2.50 x 105 cfd or 1.87 x 104 cfd/mile.
The entire steady -state calibration required 80 simulation runs,
each using about 45 seconds of computer time on the CDC 6400, and

costing about $3.25.

The calibration took place between March 1977 and

July 1977, and involved from 300 to 500 man -hours of work.

Although

much work was devoted to the manipulation of data, most of the time was
spent in analyzing the results from each run, and hundreds of decisions

were made.

Only the most relevant are recorded here.

Final Transient Simulations

After the final steady -state calibration, three additional
transient simulations were performed.

In the first transient run,

the

same time - dependent prescribed head boundary conditions used in the pre-

liminary transient run were employed everywhere except along Canada del
Oro.

In other words,

the piecewise linear relationship between head and

time was based on data from 1940, 1947, 1953, 1958, 1962, 1964, and 1965,
and no water was allowed to leave or enter the system along Canada del
Oro.

Boundary nodes which were assigned constant lateral flow rates in

the preliminary transient run were still treated in the same manner, but
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the rates were now those generated by the final steady -state calibration.

The resulting water levels for 1965 are plotted in Figure 23.
is almost identical

The match

to that obtained in the preliminary transient run,

except near segment 6 (Central Tucson Mountains front), where the computed

head is now

8

feet higher than before.

Figures 24, 25, and 26 show the computed flow rates through the

prescribed head boundaries for the total period of simulation.

These

rates follow the same general pattern as those of the preliminary

transient run.

However, the magnitude of lateral flow through the

boundaries and recharge along the SE Santa Cruz River have now shifted in
the negative direction, whereas those along the NW Santa Cruz and

Rillito Creek have shifted toward the positive direction.

A similar

change occurred between the preliminary and final steady -state calibration.
Another transient simulation run was performed to determine the
effect on the model of reducing the storage coefficient from 0.15 to

The resulting water levels for 1965 are practically identical to

0.10.

those from the previous simulations and therefore not shown.

The

changes in flow rates were only slightly more noticeable and are shown
in Figures

27,

28,

and 29.

Although no significant changes occurred in

any of the flow rates, those along the stream courses have shifted up-

ward (increased) by small amounts.
cient

S

=

0.15,

Note that, with a storage coeffi-

recharge along the NW Santa Cruz dropped below zero in

1950, whereas with S = 0.10, it remained positive after 1940.

In addi -,

tion, the lower S value caused recharge along Rillito Creek to become

negative about 2.5 years later than previously.

Although these improve-

ments were very small, a storage coefficient of 0.10 was nevertheless

adopted in the final transient run.
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Figure 23.

Comparison between measured and computed water -table
contours at end of 1940 -1965 transient -state simulation.
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transient simulation (storage coefficient = 0.15).
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and total pumpage from first transient simulation; surface
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release rates (storage coefficient = 0.15).
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Graph of computed lateral flows and total pumpage from
second transient simulation (storage coefficient = 0.10).
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Graph of computed recharge rates along the Santa Cruz River
and total pumpage from second transient simulation; surface
runoff rates for the Santa Cruz River; and sewage effluent
release rates (storage coefficient = 0.10).
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In the third and final transient

simulation, those boundaries

along which the flow rates appeared to remain practically constant during
1940 -1965 were assigned constant flow rates as computed in the final

steady -state calibrations.

Heads were now prescribed only along the

Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek, the major outflow boundary (segment
4),

segment 3a (nodes 217 and 219), and at nodes

la.

2,

4,

and 6 of segment

Fluxes were not prescribed at nodes 217 and 219 because these nodes

are located close to the major outflow boundary at Rillito Narrows, where
a

high degree of accuracy in the boundary conditions was required.

were prescribed at nodes

2

and

6

Heads

because of their locations on the Santa

Cruz River and Rillito Creek, respectively.

At node 4, the computed

flow rates varied considerably during the simulation period in the pre-

vious runs due to pumpage at that point.
assigned a head value.

Therefore, node

4

was again

The Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek were

treated as known head boundaries.

However, the head versus time rela-

tionships for the boundaries were prescribed more accurately than before

by using heads from every available UAAES water level map for the period
1941 -1965.

The prescribed head data were now based on 17 years including

1940,

1950, 1952,

1947,

and 1953 -1965.

The computed heads from the final model were again virtually the
same as those from the first transient simulation

(Figure 23).

However,

flow rates along the stream courses, graphed in Figures 30 and 31, were

significantly different than those from all previous transient runs.
general,

long -term trends of these fluxes are not radically different.

On the other hand, the short -term, year -to -year trends are markedly

different and they appear to reflect the sporadic surface -water flow

characterizing the local streams.
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Graph of computed recharge rates along Rillito Creek, lateral
flow at Rillito Narrows, and total pumpage from third
transient simulation; and Rillito Creek surface runoff rates,
infiltration rates (from Burkham, 1970), and recharge rate
estimated by Anderson (1972) (storage coefficient = 0.10).
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CHAPTER

6

DISCUSSION OF FLUMP RESULTS

Errors Associated With the Model

At best, a model can provide only an approximation of the true

behavior of a natural system, and the particular model discussed in
the present work is no exception to this rule.

arise from

(1)

inaccurate input data,

rates, and transmissivity values;

(2)

Errors in the model may

including water levels, pumping
improper mathematical description

of the system (e.g. neglecting vertical flow components);

calibration;

(4)

numerical discretization; and

(5)

(3)

inaccurate

possible errors in

running the model itself, such as faulty input data due to keypunching
mistakes.
run;

The input data were checked at least three times before each

thus, the later type of error can probably be disregarded.

The most important source of error appears to be the lack of suf-

ficiently accurate input data, whereas the second major source probably
stems from the limitations of the mathematical assumptions imposed on
the model.

These assumptions are:

negligible;

(b)

(a)

recharge from Canada del Oro is

flow is completely horizontal; (c) the system was in a

state of equilibrium in 1940;

(d)

transmissivities remain constant in

spite of the reductions in saturated thickness during 1940 -65; (e) re-

charge through the unsaturated zone from irrigation return flow and other
surface sources occurs close enough to the streams to be lumped together

with streambed recharge; and
out the area.

Assumption

(a)

(f)

storage coefficient is uniform through-

is based on the judgment of the writers;
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(b)

is

(d),

inherent in the two- dimensional numerical scheme used; and (c),

(e), and (f)

data.

appear to be unavoidable due to the lack of better

As discussed in chapters 4 and 5, assumptions (a)

and (c)

seem

reasonable.
Vertical components of flow occur in the aquifer because of five

recharge through the unsaturated zone; the uneven topography

factors:

of the bedrock floor; the nonuniform nature of the aquifer material; the

presence of a water table; and partial penetration of the aquifer by
wells.

Because most of the recharge through the unsaturated zone seems

to occur underneath or near the streambeds, vertical

flow caused by this

factor could induce errors in the computed flow rates (recharge) along

stream courses.

Geological evidence (see Goodoff,

1975)

seems to indicate

that the geometry of the formation comprising the aquifer is roughly
similar to that shown in the conceptualized vertical cross section in
Figure 32.

As indicated by the arrows, one would expect the flow to be

predominantly horizontal on a regional scale.

Therefore, the uneven bed-

rock floor does not seem to cause significant vertical flow.

On the

other hand, vertical flow due to upward leakage from the lower sediments,

such as the Tinaja beds, to the shallower wells

may be

more important.

Upward leakage would be most significant near the streams, where most of
the wells are located.

This is supported by the work of Campana (1976).

He found that in order to account for the observed distribution of

carbon -14 ages in ground water, he had to assume a two -layer aquifer.
For the area of his study (the northern one -third of the Tucson Basin,

approximately), he concluded that about 11 percent of the total recharge
flowed from the upper layer to the lower layer near the mountain fronts
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and back to the upper layer near discharge zones (such as centers of

pumpage).

Some of the upward leakage may be included in the computed

flow rates along stream courses, which would therefore tend to be higher

than the values for streambed recharge alone.

Errors caused by vertical

flow due to the unconfined nature of the aquifer are greatest where the
slope of the water table is steepest.

This happens in the immediate

vicinity of pumping wells and, in a regional sense, at Rillito Narrows
and near the center of the Tucson Mountain front (Figure 10).

Steep

gradients of the water table near wells are local and seem to have

little effect on the regional water levels simulated by the model.

The

assumption that transmissivities remained constant in time during 1940 -65
is probably in error where dewatering has taken place in

sediments.

highly permeable

The youngest and shallowest sediments are generally more

permeable than the older, deeper units, and therefore, desaturation of
the former could lead to a considerable lowering of the transmissivities.

This seems to apply particularly to the vicinity of streams where all
or most of the surficial deposits (young alluvium) were dewatered, and
to the vicinity of the southeastern lateral flow boundary where changes
in saturated thickness were generally larger than elsewhere.

The pumping

tests were conducted during 1961 -68 when the saturated thickness was
less than in 1940 and,

therefore, the transmissivity values which were

used in the steady -state calibration are probably lower than those prevailing in 1940.
Recharge from irrigation return flow and other surface sources
may be significant.

These sources were usually assumed close enough to
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the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek to be lumped together with re-

charge through the corresponding streambeds.

Virtually nothing is known by the authors about possible spatial
variations in the storage coefficient because of a complete lack of
appropriate pumping test data.

Nevertheless,

errors in storage coef-

ficient have a negligible effect on the model results for the period
1940 -65, as will be discussed later.
In general, there is no unique set of transmissivities satisfying

the sets of hydraulic head, pumpage, and boundary conditions posed in
a

problem of the type studied here (Neuman, 1973).

Therefore, transmis-

sivities obtained by calibration are not necessarily true values.

The

degree of nonuniqueness (uncertainty) can be minimized by basing the

calibration process on a sound understanding of the local hydrogeology
as well as the principles governing ground -water flow and the theory

behind the numerical model.

The present study was guided by such factors.

For a given ground -water system, truncation errors due to numerical discretization depend on the spacings between the nodes and the

length of the time step size used.

larger are the truncation errors.

The larger these factors are, the
As mentioned in Chapter

2,

the time

step size in FLUMP is adjusted automatically so as to minimize the computational errors.

On the other hand, the mesh was designed so that

spacings between nodes were smallest where hydraulic gradients were

relatively steep (i.e., Rillito Narrows and the central Tucson Mountain
front).

The question as to whether or not the mesh adopted in the study
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is fine enough to

eliminate significant truncation errors cannot be

answered without experimenting with different mesh sizes.

However,

found little difference between his results when he

since Gates (1972)

changed his finite difference grid spacing from 0.5 to 1.0 miles, the
spacings adopted in this study, which range from about 0.25 to 0.7
miles, are probably free of serious truncation errors.

The degree to which these various sources of error affect the

accuracy of the model is generally unknown.

It

is quite possible that

by adjusting the transmissivities to obtain a good match between computed
and measured water levels, one compensates such errors instead of deter-

mining "true" transmissivities of the aquifer.
steady -state calibration of this model

One way of testing the

is by verifying its predictive

capabilities for the years 1940 -65, for which data are available.

The

remainder of the chapter is devoted to this question.

Interpretation of Results from Transient Simulations

A general

summary of procedure is shown as a flow chart in Figure 33,

which also indexes relevant figures introduced in the previous chapter.

Hydraulic Heads and Trends in Flow Rates
An obvious feature of the results is that the computed heads were

nearly the same in each simulation (Figure 23).
tributed to two factors:

1)

This similarity is at-

the prescribed head boundary conditions

severely limit how far computed heads can diverge from those measured;
and

2)

in general,

the overall transmissivity (T) distributions used

in each transient simulation differed significantly only along prescribed
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PRELIMINARY STEADY -STATE CALIBRATION:
Adjust T's for best match with head.

(Figures 13 and 14)

1940 -65 pumping rates.
(Figure 17)

PRELIMINARY TRANSIENT SIMULATION (PTS),
(Figures 13, 19, and 20)

S =

15.

FINAL STEADY -STATE CALIBRATION:
Remove prescribed head boundary condition from Canada del Oro,
readjust T's along Santa Cruz River closer to T's from pumping
tests, and change certain prescribed head nodes to prescribed
flux.
(Figures 21 and 22)

1

FIRST TRANSIENT SIMULATION (1TS):
Same as PTS but with new T's and no prescribed head boundary
(Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26)
condition on Canada del Oro, S = 15.

v
SECOND TRANSIENT SIMULATION (2TS):
(Figures 23,
Same as 1TS but with S = .10.

27,

28,

and 29)

THIRD TRANSIENT SIMULATION (3TS):
Same as 2TS but with more head data for prescribing time - dependent
head boundary conditions along the Santa Cruz River and Rillito
Creek and with prescribed flux (instead of prescribed head) bound(Figures
ary conditions along certain lateral flow boundaries.
23, 30, and 31)

Figure 33.

Flow chart describing sequence of steps of calibration and
simulation.
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head boundaries.

Therefore, contrasts between the results of each run

should be evident primarily in the computed flow rates.
in the previous chapter,

As pointed out

the magnitudes of computed flow rates do vary

significantly, but the general, long term trends of the rates in time,
remain similar for each run (compare Figures 18 -20, 24 -26,

27 -29,

30,

This suggests that the trends are relatively unaffected by

and 31).

errors in transmissivity and,

therefore, trend is more indicative than

magnitude, of actual system behavior.

Moreover, because the 1940 -65

trends in the pumpage data are more trustworthy than the magnitudes of

these data (see Pumpage in Chapter 4), errors induced by the pumpage
data should have only a small effect on the trends in computed flow
rates.
Changing the storage coefficient

(S)

from 0.15 in the 1TS run

to 0.10 in the 2TS run caused little change in either computed heads or

flow rates (Figures 23 -29).
ed as follows:

The weak influence of

S

here can be explain-

The approximate computed average decline in head over

the model for the period 1940 -65 with S

0.15 was 35 feet.

=

A reduc-

tion of S to 0.10, while keeping all boundary flow rates equal to those
in the previous run, would have caused a corresponding average head

decline of 47 feet.

However, since heads, and not flow rates, remained

fixed on most of the boundaries, the head decline was again about 35
feet, and the total computed flow rates had to increase by an amount

necessary to prevent the extra 12 feet of decine.
culated to be 2.57 x 105 ft3 /day using
the model

S

=

0.10,

This amount is calthe area covered by

(approximately 70 square miles), and the length of time over

which the 12 -foot change would have occurred (25 years).
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The amount is

small compared to most of the rates plotted in the figures and, divided

equally among the

5

prescribed head boundary segments, it represents an

average shift in the flow rates computed for each of the boundaries of
only 5.14 x 104 ft3 /day, which would be practically unnoticeable in the
graphs.

Had the changes in head for 1940 -65 been greater, the effect

of different S values would have been more significant.

The third and final simulation (3TS) relied on more detailed

boundary conditions than did the prior runs and therefore it yielded
some short -term trends in the flow rates which were not evident previously.

For this reason the following discussion of trends in flow rates

will be based on the results of this final run (Figures 30 and 31).

Some of the most interesting results occurred along the Santa
Cruz River.

As shown in Figure 30,

reach between 1940 and 1952

is

the trend for the NW Santa Cruz

the same as those computed in all the

other runs (Figures 19, 25, and 28), and it reflects closely the trend
in pumpage rates

(plotted in Figure 30) during that period.

When pumpage

increases during 1940 -47, the same happens to the computed recharge.
When the pumpage declines between 1947 and 1950, the model registers a
sharp decline in computed recharge during that same interval.

An equally

abrupt increase in pumpage between 1950 and 1952 again corresponds to
an increase in computed recharge.

However, this correlation between

pumpage and recharge for 1940 -52 is not causally related because groundwater pumpage exerts no influence on the amount of water infiltrating
below the ephemeral stream bed.

The phenomenon may stem partially from

the fact that along this reach of the Santa Cruz River,

many of the

boundary nodes are also designated as pumping and nodes and, therefore,
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abrupt variations in pumpage without corresponding changes in the pre-

scribed head values could cause the computed fluxes merely to mirror
the change in pumpage.

Indeed,

this seems to be the case because changes

in prescribed head values for 1950 -52 were represented by only four

years of data (1940,

1947, 1950, and 1952), and therefore the model had

to assume interpolated head values for intermediate years.

Had these

head /time functions been better known, the unreasonable changes in flow
rate would probably have disappeared.

Just as in the previous runs, the flow rates computed in run 3TS
for the NW Santa Cruz show a general increase with time during 1940 -65.
However,

in 3TS this

increase occurs quite suddenly between 1950 and

1955 and, thereafter,

the flow rates seem to vary mainly in response to

yearly fluctuations in runoff (Figure 30).
is

The increase during 1950 -55

attributed to the release of sewage effluent into the channel, which

began in 1951.

Anderson (1972) states that between 1951 and 1955, all

of the effluent was discharged into the channel,
1965,

and that from 1955 to

when part of the effluent was sold for irrigation use, the total

amount of flow reaching the river leveled off at about 8.47 x 105 cfd.
By the same token, computed flow rates along the NW Santa Cruz in Figure
30 also leveled off after 1955,

strongly suggesting that the rate of

sewage effluent discharge into the channel has been a major influence
on recharge rates.
In discussing the correlation between computed flow rates and

measured stream runoff rates, the runoff rates are shifted one year to
the left in Figure 30.

These runoff rates are averaged for each water

year (October- September), while the flow rates correspond to the dates
of water level measurements, which were made near the beginning of each
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year.

Therefore, the 1950 water levels were measured about six months

before the 1950 water year, and the corresponding runoff effects would
not be reflected in water levels until

1951.

It can be

relatively high recharge rates computed for 1955,

1959,

seen that the
and 1965

correspond to increased runoff rates during 1954, 1955, 1958, and 1964;
and that the relatively low recharge rates computed for 1954,

1963 correspond to reduced flows during 1953,

1957, and 1962.

1958, and

The

correlation between recharge and runoff may be accentuated by the effect
of flood flows scouring the sludge layer from the channel and increasing
losses of sewage effluent for several days following cessation of runoff.

The cause of the low flow rate computed for 1961, following the high
flows of 1960, remains unknown.
It

important to note that the rates computed along the NW

is

Santa Cruz River during the previous runs (Figures 19, 25, and 28) show
a trend which is nearly parallel to the steady increase in sewage effluent

releases from 1950 to 1965.

When the boundary conditions for this

reach are refined in 3TS, this trend disappears,

indicating that the

apparently close relationship between flow rates and total effluent
releases was not real but was merely the result of errors in the boundary
data.

Another interesting pattern of flow rates can be seen in Figure
31.

The computed rates of flow at Rillito Narrows show a trend which

appears to be a mirror image of the trend of pumpage.

This is logical,

since increased pumpage will tend to decrease the rate of outflow, and

vice versa.

However,

1952 and 1955,

a

closer look at the graph reveals that between

the pumpage decreased by approximately 0.95 x 106 ft3 /day,

whereas the outflow increased by about 2.10 x 106 ft3 /day.
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The difference

of 1.15 x 10

ft3 /day is caused by recharge along the NW Santa Cruz

River which is seen to have increased by 1.35 x 106 ft3 /day due to

infiltration of sewage effluent.

The close correlation between sub-

surface flow out, ground -water pumpage, and stream bed recharge is

convincing evidence that sewage effluent recharge is an important control on ground -water flow in the Cortaro Basin.

The possible reasons for the trend of computed recharge along
the SE Santa Cruz segment in Figure 30 are not obvious.

Between 1952

and 1965 this rate of recharge remains consistently low, instead of

increasing concurrently with effluent discharges, whereas it appears
to fluctuate in harmony with the runoff rates.

The slight negative

value for 1960 is probably not significant, and could be due to small
errors in the model input data.

Why should recharge along this reach

decrease while recharge increased along the NW Santa Cruz reach?
reasons seem plausible:

boundary (nodes

1

-7)

Two

errors in the lateral flow through the southeast

and /or the deposition of a thick sludge layer in

much of the reach by the effluent.
The lateral flow through segment
runs to be practically constant.

1

was found in the previous

However, such a constant rate of in-

flow appears to be inconsistent with the pumpage and the trend in water
levels during 1940 -65.

In particular,

heavy pumpage took place during

this period in an area situated about one mile southeast of the boundary.

This pumpage may have been partially responsible for lowering the water
levels inside the modeled area in the immediate vicinity of the boundary

by as much as 60 feet.

The declining water levels might have caused a

gradual decrease in the rate of lateral inflow across the boundary with
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time.

Since the model maintains this rate of inflow at a constant value,

it might

have compensated for this by reducing the rate of recharge

along the SE Santa Cruz.

A possible reason why the computed rate of

lateral inflow remained constant may perhaps be attributed to the fact
that the transmissivities were assumed to remain fixed in spite of

reductions in the water levels inside the lateral inflow'boundary.Nevertheless, if the hypothetical constant inflow rate were indeed

higher than the actual inflow rate, excess water would have entered
Section III, the heads computed in this section would be higher than the

measured ones.

However, Figure 23 indicates that the computed heads

match the measured values quite well, except in the northeast corner
near Rillito Creek, where some ground -water mounding is evident from the
results.
The more plausible reason for the reduction in recharge may be
due to the sludge layer.

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, the sludge layer

should be efficient as an inhibitor to infiltration in the reach between

Cortaro and the treatment plant (or the SE reach), where it is thickest
and most gelatinous.

Therefore, the formation of the sludge layer start-

ing in 1951 could have caused the observed,

charge along the SE Santa Cruz.

post -1950 reduction

in re-

This hypothesis is further supported

by the computed flow rates at nodes along the SE Santa Cruz immediately
downstream of the plant.

In the model,

the sewage treatment facilities

are located approximately at node 27 (Figure 12).

The major reductions

in the flow rates computed for the time after the start of the effluent

releases in 1951 occurred at that node, and at its two neighbors downstream along the SE Santa Cruz (nodes 38 and 49).
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However, at node

9,

located immediately upstream of 27, the computed flow rate remained

relatively constant.
The computed flow rate along Rillito Creek in Figure 31 appears
to vary in response to high and low runoff rates.

However,

the con-

tinuously decreasing trend in this rate after 1947 must be attributed to
errors in the data.
in Section II

These errors are related to the high computed heads

just north of the Creek

(Figure 23).

The high heads along

the southern portion of Section II caused excessive flow southward toward

Rillito Creek as shown in Figure 23.

To compensate, the model therefore

simulated ground -water discharge along the creek.
in Section II computed heads is less obvious.

The cause of errors

After the PTS run, it was

felt that these heads could be lowered by reducing the rate of flow into

Section

II

along the east boundary (nodes 15 -46).

The boundary inflow

was reduced substantially in the final steady -state calibration when

transmissivities were lowered to compensate for the removal of prescribed
heads from Canada del Oro (compare Figures 18 and 24).

Nevertheless,

computed heads from the 1TS, 2TS, and 3TS were still too high in Section
II.

These results seem to indicate that the errors in computed heads

were not caused by inaccurate inflow rates, but rather, by erroneous data
in the interior of Section II.

The errors may stem from underestimated

pumpage rates and /or an overestimated storage coefficient.

Although the

model has proven to be generally insensitive to S adjustments,
S

errors in

values may have caused inaccurate results in local areas where actual

values are very much lower than the estimates used in the model.
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Magnitudes of Flow Rates
in

order to compare the computed flow rates along the Santa Cruz

with the measured streamflow losses along that channel,

the length of

the stream was divided into two segments which differed from those

referred to thus far.

The measurements of streamflow losses were taken

from one reach (segment A) stretching from the sewage treatment facilities
to the town of Cortaro, and another reach (segment B)

Cortaro to Rillito Narrows.

stretching from

The total computed recharge for each segment

is plotted in Figure 34, where

segment A is represented by nodes 27 -142

(5.47 stream miles) and segment B by nodes 157 -208 (4.68 stream miles).

Note that some of the trends in computed flow rates for the Santa Cruz

River in Figure 34 differ slightly from those
24 -31.

in.

Figures 18 -20 and

These discrepancies are caused merely by the rearrangement of

the data for Figure 34.

Also plotted in Figure 34 are the losses of sewage effluent

measured in reaches A and B by Matlock (1966), Cluff et al. (1972),
and Sebenik (1976),

and the total streamflow losses (effluent and runoff)

estimated from Burkham's (1970) relation for surface inflow and infiltration.

Matlock took continuous measurements during a period of 20 days

in 1964, when the rates of surface inflow into his study reach
A)

(segment

amounted on the average very close to the mean annual effluent re-

leases

for that year.

the channel

However, the total daily releases in 1964 reached

only during the brief period of his study, while only that

portion not used for irrigation reached the channel at all other times
between 1955 and 1971.

It will be

recalled that, according to Anderson

(1972), this portion of the effluent release was on the average about
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(1973)
2

SEGMENT

O FINAL TRANSIENT RUN COMPUTED
RECHARGE RATES FOR THE
SANTA CRUZ RIVER (NODES

A

27-142,

5.47 MILES)

(1972)

TOTAL CHANNEL FLOW
LOSSES OF EFFLUENT
AND RUNOFF

(BURKHAM, i9

0

0

PLUS

TOTAL FLOW LOSSES FOR RUNOFF

100%

OF EFFLUENT RELEASES

(BURKHAM, 1970)a,b

MEASURED FLOW LOSSES FOR EFFLUENT (MATLOCK, I965)ó
MEASURED FLOW LOSSES FOR EFFLUENT (CLUFF, 1972)b
MEASURED FLOW LOSSES FOR EFFLUENT (SEBENIK, 1976)b

3-

O FINAL TRANSIENT RUN COMPUTED RECHARGE RATES FOR SANTA CRUZ RIVER
(NODES 157 -208, 4.68 MILES)
2-

(1972)
(1973)

0

1940

`;

b

1945

Values calculated from Qf

1950

=

0.11

1955

1960

0.8
(Qin flow)

1965

(from Burkham,

1970).

Values adjusted slightly to reflect the exact length of reaches A
and B used in the model.

Obtained using Anderson's (1972) estimate of total flow reaching
the river (8.47 x 105 cfd).
Figure 34.

Graph of computed recharge along the Santa Cruz River from
third transient simulation; measured and estimated flow
losses for the Santa Cruz channel.
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8.47 x 105 cfd, or 35 percent of the mean annual rate for .1964.

Further-

more, Matlock (1966) made his measurements after a major flow event which

may have scoured much of the sludge layer from the streambed, thus
increasing its permeability.

Therefore, it seems that Matlock's esti-

mates of streambed infiltration may be higher than the true values and
may be more indicative of the combined recharge from streambed infiltra-

tion and sewage effluent irrigation return flow.

The same may be true

of the results of Cluff et al. and Sebnik, whose measurements were

made after 1971, when effluent was no longer diverted for irrigation.
The data of the former represent total effluent flow losses during an
eight -day period in 1972 after a major flow event, and the data of the
latter are based on measurements made during five 24 -hour periods in
1973.

Sebenik believes that his value for reach A is too high because

of certain errors which entered into his procedure (Sebenik,

1977,

verbal communication).

Burkham (1970) published estimates of average streamflow losses
of runoff water only, but he provided the equations he used to make the
estimates.

The equation for the reach of the Santa Cruz River within

the study area was empirically derived using stream gaging data.

It

provides an estimate of average annual infiltration losses for any given
flow into the reach, and is written Qf

=

is the infiltration rate in cfs per mile,

0.11

8,

(Qinflow)0

Qinflow

where Qf

is the surface water

inflow rate in cfs, and 0.11 and 0.8 are empirical coefficients.

By

assuming the equation was valid for flow of sewage effluent, the amounts
of effluent loss through the streambed for the periods 1940 -51,

1952 -54,

and 1955 -65 were estimated by setting Qinflow equal to the average rate
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of effluent discharge into the channel for each period.

To these values

was added Burkham's runoff loss estimate of 5.73 x 104 cfd/mile to obtain

estimates of the total channel
plotted in Figure 34.

flow losses of effluent and runoff, as

The infiltration of runoff and total effluent

releases was estimated in a similar manner and graphed in Figure 34
(hexagonal symbols).

This graph may be representative of the maximum

recharge which could occur as a result of streambed infiltration and
irrigation return flow in the proximity of the channel.

Burkham's study

did not extend beyond the stream gage at Cortaro, and therefore, his

equation is applied only to segment A.

The measured and estimated infiltration losses in Figure 34 are
seen to be within the range of the computed recharge rates.

In parti-

cular, the computed recharge rates closely coincide with the measured

channel losses of effluent.

A drawback of the measured effluent flow

losses is that they do not include runoff losses; however,

such in-

accuracies may be compensated for by the fact that all of the effluent
was released to the channel during the measurement periods.

Another

important feature of Figure 34 is that the flow losses estimated from

Burkham's equation come close to values of measured flow losses and
model- computed recharge only when the total
included.

All these results indicate,

effluent releases are

just as the trends in flow rates

did, that recharge of sewage effluent is a very important component of

the Cortaro Basin ground -water system.
is divided between

remains unknown.

Just how the effluent recharge

streambed infiltration and irrigation return flow
The apparent dominance of the effluent recharge

would suggest that the effects of recharge from miscellaneous sources
near the Santa Cruz River (e.g., holding ponds, borrow pits),
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upward

leakage to wells near the stream, and evapotranspiration are minimal by

Moreover, the analysis of results shows that the recharge

comparison.

rates computed along the Santa Cruz boundary in the model

are probably

reasonable for the period 1950 -65.
During the transient calibration of his electric analog model,

Anderson (1972)

found that the best results were obtained when streambed

recharge was taken as 50 percent of Burkham's (1970) runoff flow losses
and as 80 percent of the sewage effluent flow losses estimated by means

of Burkham's

(1970) method.

Therefore, Anderson's estimates of recharge

along the Santa Cruz range from about 2.27 x 104 cfd /mile for the period
1940 -54 to about 6.99 x 104 cfd /mile for the period 1955 -65.

other hand,

On the

the rate of recharge computed for the Santa Cruz in the model

of this study, when averaged for the entire reach, begins at about
1.87 x 104 cfd /mile in 1940 and fluctuates between 9.63 x 104 and

2.66 x 105 during the period 1955 -65.

Thus, the recharge rates computed

by these two models along the Santa Cruz are fairly close for 1940, but
the values computed in the present study at later times become much

higher than those obtained from the electric analog model.

A possible

reason for this discrepancy is that by limiting the recharge rate along
the Santa Cruz to values less than the estimated rates of streambed

infiltration, Anderson (1972)

excluded the effects of irrigation return

flow in the vicinity of the river.
are included.

In the present

study, these effects

In spite of this, the heads obtained by Anderson for 1965

differ from the measured values by not more than
raises the question:

5

to 10 feet.

This

how could both models produce reasonable head

values for 1965 by relying on significantly different recharge rates
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along the Santa Cruz?

The answer lies in the computations of the lateral

flow out of the system at Rillito Narrows by each model.

In his transient

analysis, Anderson was forced to impose a gradual decrease of up to 43

percent in the rate of flow with time at Rillito Narrows from about
2.09 x 106 cfd in 1940 to about 1.19 x 106 cfd in 1965.

On the other

hand, the model of this study yields a net increase of 46 percent.of flow
out of the system at Rillito Narrows from 2.10 x 106 cfd in 1940 to

3.07 x 106 ;cfd in 1965.

Therefore, the electric analog compensated for

the reduced recharge along the Santa Cruz by imposing a decreasing rate

of lateral flow out of the system along the boundary at Rillito Narrows.
(The actual magnitudes of these flow rates from Anderson

(1972)

are

not directly comparable to those from the present model, because the

electric analog model's Rillito Narrows boundary extended about

3

miles

further north than that of this model.)
The hypothesis that subsurface flow leaving the Tucson Basin at

Rillito Narrows decreased from 1940 to 1965 due to an increase in total

pumpage during that period by about 229 percent (according to the USGS's
estimates) has been widely accepted by hydrologists in the past.
it

is

However,

important to recognize that in the project area itself, the rate

of pumpage actually decline between 1952 and 1965 (Figure 34) and, that

according to the results of this study, the rate of recharge along the
Santa Cruz and its vicinity increased considerably due to sewage effluent
discharges.

It

therefore appears that the old hypothesis need not be

correct, and that there was in effect a gradual increase in the rate of
flow out of the Tucson Basin at Rillito Narrows.

This is true only

provided that the lateral flow through segment la (southeast boundary)
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remained constant as in the model of this study; if there were a decrease
in this flow at a rate exceeding the increase in recharge and the decrease
in pumpage,

the actual rate of flow through Rillito Narrows might have

decreased with time.

However, as discussed earlier in this chapter, the

model does not seem to indicate that such a sizeable reduction in flow
Most of the 229 percent increase in total

did occur along segment la.

pumpage can be attributed to large increases at wells located several
miles south and east of the southeast boundary of the model, and therefore such increases probably had only a minor effect on flow rates in
and out of the Cortaro Basin for the same period.

Thus far, little has been said about the recharge values comAs mentioned earlier, these values were not

puted along Rillito Creek.

reasonable (they became negative after 1955), but the problem was attributed to modeling errors.

However,

the values prior to 1955 are reason-

able in light of Burkham's (1970) infiltration data.

A comparison

between these data and the computed rate of recharge suggests that most
of the water which has infiltrated the streambed served to recharge the

underlying aquifer.

This situation is similar to that occurring along

the Santa Cruz.

Table

7

lists the constant lateral subsurface flow rates computed

by the model and assigned as prescribed flux boundary conditions to
obtain the final results.

It is interesting to note that the lateral

flow across boundary segment

2

coming from the valley of Canada del Oro

is more than twice the flow across segment

of the Cortaro Basin.

the opposite was true.

la,

which originates southeast

In the past, hydrologists tended to believe that

However, the results of this study have strong

support in the fact that, according to the final steady -state calibration
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Table

7.

Prescribed boundary flow rates used in the final transient
simulations (3TS).

Segment

Boundary
Nodes

la

1

-7

Total
Flow Rate
(cfd)

Segment
Length
(Miles)

8.61x105

4.44

1.94x105
1630

7.27x104

3.46

2.10x104

(southeast boundary)
15 -46

lb

Flow Rate
Per Mile
(cfd /(AC- FT /YR))

(east boundary)

180
58 -152

2

2.61x106

6.12

(northeast boundary)

3570
166 -219

3

4.26x105

2.79x105

7.15

3.90x104

(north boundary)

330

5a
(north TMFb)

207 -167

6

153 -86

2.81x104

4.07

2.36x104
200

2.02x105

4.36

4.63x104

(central TMF)

390

71-8

7

6.11x104

5.05

1.21x104

(south TMF)

a
b

100

A non -zero flow rate was prescribed only for nodes 180 and 167.

Tucson Mountain front.
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and the pumping test data, the transmissivities along segments la and
2

are practically equal, whereas the hydraulic gradients at segment

2

are approximately twice the gradients along segment la, and the length
of segment

2

is about 1.5 miles greater than that of segment la.

In

addition, there is evidence to indicate that the portions of Canada del
Oro Valley upstream of the modeled area may support considerable recharge

rates.

This evidence is based on the fact that, in recent years, a dam

(Golder Dam) was constructed on Canada del Oro several miles upstream of

boundary segment

2,

and surface water could not be maintained in the

holding structure due to rapid seepage through the valley floor (Simpson,
1977 personal communication).

Transmissivities

Based on the realistic distributions of hydraulic head and

recharge /discharge computed over most of the model, the values of

transmissivity obtained from the calibration appear to be reasonable.
Moreover, the results suggest that the pumping test estimates of T

were fairly reliable and provided adequate data on which to base the
calibration.
The most basic check on a T distribution is geologic evidence
for permeability and thickness variations.

During the calibration,

there was little geologic information available regarding permeability
variations, but Goodoff's (1975)

gravity interpretations were helpful

for estimating relative variations in aquifer thickness.

Since the

gravity profiles showed that the unconsolidated and semi -consolidated
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sediments thin considerably,

away from the center of the basin, it was

initially thought that T could vary accordingly.

This was found to be

roughly true everywhere except along the Santa Cruz River between

Cortaro and Rillito Narrows (see Figure 21), where the pumping tests and
the results of calibration indicate that T's are two to three times

higher than in surrounding areas.

This finding was verified after the

calibration when analyses of well cuttings, which had previously been
confidential, were made available.

The cuttings originated from three

wells located roughly within the 4.0 x 104 ft2 /day transmissivity contour
in Figure 21.

The analyses were performed and computerized by the

University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station according to the
method suggested by Matlock, Morin, and Posedly (1976).

The cuttings

indicate the presence of zones of coarse gravel up to 100 feet thick

occurring at depths ranging from 10 to more than 400 feet.

The maximum

particle sizes of these cuttings are, in some cases, greater than 30 and
50 mm.

Although we examined analyses from only three wells, we are

assured by L.E. Posedly (1978, personal communication) who collects and
analyses the samples, that these particular analyses are typical of those
found throughout the area surrounded by the 4.0 x 104 ft /day transmissivity contour, and that cuttings from outside this area are much less
coarse.

Therefore the cuttings are evidence to support the transmissivity

distribution used in the northwest half of the model.

Conclusions

The model for the Cortaro Basin constructed during this study

demonstrates that prescribed, time - dependent head boundaries in
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a

ground -water model can be effective for defining system behavior.

The

use of such boundary conditions in this model drew attention to various

aspects of the ground -water flow system which were not evident from
previous

investigations.
The model simulated water level declines between 1940 and 1965

to within a few feet of measured values over most of the region.

on prescribed head boundary conditions,

'Based

it computed lateral flow rates

along the external boundaries and vertical recharge rates along the

ephemeral streams in the basin during the period 1940 -65.

The magnitudes

of these computed flow rates and their variation with time can all be

explained in light of the available data, the hydrogeology of the basin,
and the nature of the numerical model.

The results indicate the

following:
1.

Recharge rates along the Santa Cruz River and Rillito Creek
fluctuate in direct response to periods of high and low flows
in these streams.

2.

The discharge of sewage effluent into the Santa Cruz Channel

by the City of Tucson, which started in 1951, caused recharge
downstream of the sewage treatment facility (Figure
sharply between 1951 and 1955.

1)

to rise

The subsequent reduction in the

rate of effluent discharge after 1955 (when much of the effluent

was sold for irrigation use and never reached the channel)

caused this recharge to become fairly constant between 1956 and
1965.
3.

The increase in recharge along the Santa Cruz River between 1951
and 1965, together with a decline in the overall rate of pumpage
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in the Cortaro Basin during that period,

lateral

caused the rate of

flow out of the basin at Rillito Narrows (Figure 3)

to increase gradually with time.

Previously, this flow was

assumed to decrease by about 50 percent between 1940 and 1965.
4.

Recharge from Canada del Oro inside the modeled area is

negligibly small.
5.

The rate of lateral subsurface flow entering the Cortaro Basin
from the valley of Canada del Oro is more than twice the rate

entering from the Tucson Basin through the southeast boundary

of the study area.

This result is consistent with measured

values of hydraulic gradient and transmissivities in this area.
6.

The total rate of recharge along the Santa Cruz River within
the Cortaro Basin between 1951 and 1965 is much greater than
that estimated by previous studies.

7.

Recharge along the Santa Cruz channel can vary significantly
from point to point.

The channel reach receiving the most

recharge extends from the town of Cortaro to Rillito Narrows.
Here, the channel characteristics

and permeability of underlying

sediments combine to allow rapid infiltration.

Additional findings of this study are summarized below:
1.

Recharge through a short reach of the streambed of the Santa
Cruz River immediately downstream of the sewage treatment

facilities may have decreased after the commencement of sewage
effluent releases in 1951.

This may have been due to the

accumulation of a relatively thick, low -permeable sludge layer
in that reach.
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2.

Various errors entering into the model caused it to generate

unreasonable recharge rates along Rillito Creek.

These errors

probably stem from inaccurate values of storage coefficient
and /or pumpage rates just north of the stream in section

II

(Figure 15).
3.

In the model, the values of transmissivity have little effect

in the computed trends in flow rates, but have a significant

effect on the computed magnitude of these rates.

The values

of head prescribed along the boundaries have a strong influence
on the computed flow rates.
4.

In the model,

changing the value of storage coefficient in

within the range 0.10 to 0.15 has a negligible effect on the
results computed for 1940 -65.

As a final conclusion,

the writer can state that a trial and

error calibration procedure of the type described in this report is a
long and tedious process.

New methods are needed to speed up this

process.
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CHAPTER

7

COMPARISON OF MODELS

The general

conclusions reached in comparing FLUMP with USGS and

ISOQUAI) are:
1.

It

appears that FLUMP

is

the most

flexible of

a1.1

three

programs.
2.

FLUMP requires slightly more operator "learning time" than
USGS or ISOQUAD (The learning time for FLUMP will be reduced

when a user's manual becomes available.)
3.

Computer cost of all three are moderate and appear to be approximately equal to one another.
a

However, FLUMP is able to achieve

higher degree of accuracy than USGS or ISOQUAD per unit cost

and is therefore more efficient.

All

three programs were made operational on The University of Arizona.

CYBER -175 computer.
(S)

The values of the hydraulic parameters storativity

and transmissivity (T), obtained for FLUMP by methods outlined in

Chapter

5,

were also applied to USGS and ISOQUAD.

In the case of ISOQUAD

the transfer of parameter values was easy because its nodal distribution
was made identical to that of FLUMP.

In the case of USGS parameter transfer

was difficult because the nodal distribution of this program is based on
a regular rectangular grid.

Consequently, the parameter values assigned

to the nodes of the USGS program were obtained by interpolation among

element centroids of FLUMP.
It

quickly became apparent that a proper comparison between ISOQUAD

and USGS on the one hand, and FLUMP on the other hand, based on Tucson
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Basin data, could not be made because neither ISOQUAD nor USGS, as pre-

sently written, can accept time -varying head or time -varying sink /source
terms which vary continuously with time.

To have made such a comparison

we would have had to either (1) modify the USGS and ISOQUAD programs or,
(2)

interrupt the various runs at each condition change to insert new data

Modification of the other programs was considered to be outside the

cards.

scope of this project; running the models stop -start for every change in

distribution of interior pumpage or change of head at boundary nodes was
too time consuming.

Therefore, no transient runs were made either with

USGS or with ISOQUAD using Tucson Basin data.

Several runs were made

starting from a synthetic set of initial conditions to steady- state,

with all three models.

The results of our analysis and testing may con-

veniently be shown by means of comparisons given in Tables

7

and

8.

Capability for making boundary fluxes dependent on head (item
of Table

7)

boundaries.
(item

8

is

7

important wherever there may be variable leakage from side

Capability for making sink/source terms dependent on head

of Table

7)

is important wherever there may be variable leakage

from or into other aquifers, streams, or ponds, or wherever there may
be variable losses from evapo- transpiration.

Although we were unable to develop sufficient data to document a
judgment as to the relative accuracy of the three programs because of
their mutual incompatibility,

we believe FLUMP is the most accurate and

efficient due to the following features:
1.

Automatic adjustment of time step size in a manner which leads
to high accuracy.

2.

Explicit solution where stability permits (this makes it
possible to use small time steps where accuracy demands it).
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Table

8:

Comparison among FLUMP, ISOQUAD and USGS with respect to
flexibility.

Program Capability

FLUMP

ISOQUAD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Two- dimensional horizontal flow in
unconfined aquifers (based on Dupuit
assumptions)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Two -dimensional saturated -unsaturated
flow in the vertical plane

Yes.

No

No

Three -dimensional saturated -unsaturated
flow with axial symmetry, including wellbore
storage

Yes

No

No

5.

Time- varying head

Yes

Noa

Noa

6.

Time -varying sink /source
terms

Yes

No

7.

Head-dependent flux boundary conditions

Yes

No

No

8.

Head- dependent sink /source terms

Yes

No

No

9.

Mesh shape arbitrary

Yes

Yes

No

10.

Take anisotropy into account

Yes

Yes

Yesc

11.

Prescribed time or head dependence of
parameters

Yes

Yes

Automatic adjustment of length of time -step

Yes

No

1.

2.

3.

4.

12.

a
b
c

d

Two -dimensional horizontal
confined aquifers.

USGS

flow in

a

Yes

d

d

Yes

No

Program could be modified to include this capability.
Time varying terms must be constant for discrete time periods.
Capability exists only if principal directions of anisotropy remain
constant from point to point.
Capability exists only for transmissivity as a function of saturated
thickness.
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Table

9:

Comparison among FLUMP,
of operation.

ISOQUAD and USGS with respect to ease

Program Capability

FLUMP

ISOQUAD

USGS

1.

Numbering of mesh is arbitrary

Yes

No

No

2.

Nodes can be added after initial construction
of mesh without need to re- number entire mesh

Yes

No

No

Input data can be divided into blocks, making
for easy treatment of input data.

Yes

a

a

Subroutines compiled and kept on disc as an
object code independent of problem size.
(Eliminates need to handle large numbers
Program
of cards; saves computer time).
adjusted to problems of various size by
changing one dimension card in main program

Yes

No

No

S.

Time step size controlled automatically

Yes

No

No

6.

Continuous global check on mass balance

Yes

No

_Yes

7.

Continuous node -by -node check on local
mass balance

Yes

No

No

Program can be stopped and re- started at
any stage of computation

Yes

No

?

Output format automatically adjusted to type
of problem.
(For example, for saturated unsaturated problem output is in terms of
water content and pressure head, and for
purely saturated flow problem output is in
terms of hydraulic head.)

Yes

No

Output includes flow rates past every node.

Yes

3.

4.

8.

9.

10.

a

Relative ease of handling input data is somewhat subjective.
judgment on this point is offered.
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No

No

3.

Automatic adjustment of time weighting factor.

This determines

whether the problem is being solved

(a)

by a fully implicit

backward time -difference scheme, or

(b)

by a time -centered

Crank -Nicholson scheme, or
(b), or

(d)

(c)

by something in between

by a fully explicit scheme.

(a)

and

Adjustment of the

weight factor is not necessarily uniform over the entire-mesh,
and the program may solve explicitly in parts of the mesh and

implicitly on other parts.
4.

Ability to handle time - varying boundary and source /sink
terms.

Neither of the other two programs include any of the above features.
The calibration of FLUMP (outlined in Chapters

3

to

made possible an appraisal of its merits, but also provided
a case

1979).

S)

a

not only

basis for

study of the inverse problem of aquifer hydrology (Neuman,
A user's manual for FLUMP is in preparation.
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et al.,

APPENDIX A

Consider the matrix A as defined in
a =

1).

for plane flow (i.e.,

(9)

A typical term contributed by a single triangle such as that
has the form

shown in Fig

Anm

44 [Txxbnbm

+

Txy(bncm

+

bmcn)

(Al)
+

Tyycncm]

where

b1

b3

y2

-

y1

=

-

y3

cl = x3

-

x2

c2

= x2

-

x3

x2

-

xl

y2

=

(A2)

if T1 and T2 are the two prinicpal conductivities, and a is the angle

between T1 and x coordinate, then it can be shown that

Txx

=

Tlcos2a

+

T2sin2a

Tyy

=

sin2a

+

T2cos2á

Txy = (Tl

-

T2)sin

(A3)

a cos

a

Substituting (A3) into (Al) and rearranging, one obtains

Ae

=

4a

[T1(bn cosa

b sine
n

indicating that Ac

> 0,

-

e

n

+

cnsine)(bmcosa + crosine)

cosa)(b sine
m

-

e

m

eosa)]

(A4)

i.e., the diagonal terms of Ae and A are

always nonnegative.
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Furthermore, recognizing that bl

+ b2

we find that (A4) can also be written for n
e

il

-

Aî1

(blcosa + clsina)

4S

=

+

b3

m

=

=

1

0

and cl

+ c2

+

c3 = 0,

as

[(bx + b3)cosa + (c2 + c3)sino]

T2
-

-Ae

_

Thus,

(blsina

4S

-

12

-

c1cosa)[(b2

+

b3)cosa

-

(c2 + c3)sino]

(AS)

Ae

13

in general one has

Ae
nn

=

A

-

m#n

(A6)

nm

where the summation is taken over all nodes other than n.
The linear shape functions Çne(x) in Eq.
e

1

Cn =
2

where bn and

c

+

(an

bnx

(3)

are given by

(A7)

+ cny)

are as in (A2) and

-

x3y2

a2 = x3y1

-

xly3

a3 = x1y2

-

(A8)

Note that
e

bn

arñ

en

ay

2A

(A9)
ax

2A

'
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APPENDIX

B

To derive the finite element equations

(7)

on the basis of

purely physical considerations (i.e., without the Galerkin formalism),
we will follow the same approach as in Narasimhan et al.

(1978).

Consider the exclusive subdomain, Rn, associated with a given node n
(Fig.
is

According to (8), h inside the particular triangle (n12)

2).

given by the linear interpolation formula

h(x,t)

Eñ(X)

hn(t)

=

e

Since the functions

(x)

+

hl(t)

E1(X) + h2(t)

E(X)

are linear in the coordinates,

(B1)

X,

(B1)

implies that the gradient of h, Vh, is constant inside the triangle.

Furthermore,
the flux

a

K is

=

assumed to be constant in each element, and therefore

K Vh must be uniform inside the triangle.

-

Thus,

the sum

of the flow rates across the line segments AG and BG must be equal to
In other words,

the flow rate across AB.

the flow rate gn12 into Rn,

contributed by the triangle (nl2), is given by

where

nl2

Vh

= K

qn12

n12AB

is a unit normal

(B2)

pointing out of the triangle as shown in

Fig.

Now En
and
is

2.

-

is by definition unity at node n and zero at nodes

(x)

Therefore, the derivative of Eñ(x) parallel to the vector n12

1/L where L is the distance between node n and the line segment

joining nodes

oe

1

=

and

2.

The gradient of Ee(x) is therefore given by
n -

n12

(B3)

n
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1

Solving (B3) for n12 and substituting into (B2) we obtain

-

qn 12

VE: AB L

K Vh

(B4)

However, AB L is equal to the area of the triangle, A, and from (B1)
we see that Vh = hn

VSn

+

hl

V1

+

h2

V2

.

Therefore (B4) can be

rewritten as

qn12

_

-

(hn

A K

Vñ

+

hl Vl

+

h2

V2)

ñ

(B5)

and gn51
Similar expressions can be developed for gn23,
gn34,

The

sum of all of these terms gives the net flow rate into Rn, qn, according
to

qn

=

Anm hm

-

(B6)

m

where Anm

A K

=

ñ

Vm

e

(B7)

and m takes on the values n, 1, 2,

...,

5.

Substituting (A9) into (B7) leads immediately to the final expression
for Anm as given in

(4)

for

A

(h

a = 1.

According to (A6), q

can also be

rewritten as

--

This indicates that

-

nm

m

-h)
n

(38)

Anm represents the new flow rate into Rn due

to unit difference in head between nodes m and n.

The fluid capacitance of the segment NAGB of Rn is equal to C /3

where

C

is the capacitance of a unit area.

capacitance of Rn, Dnn, is given by
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Therefore, the total

D

nn

(B9)

=

which corresponds to the diagonal terms of (10).

Therefore, a complete

expression of inarterial balance for Rn can be written as
dh

n
dt

Dnn

(B10)

qn +

where Qn is the net rate at which fluid is generated inside R n by
internal sources when (B6) is substituted into (B10), we finally
obtain
dh

A
m

n m hm +

D

n

=

(B11)

dt

which is the nth equation in the set of finite element equations
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